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In this study relationship between heterogeneous nucleate boiling and deposition of metallic 
colloidal particles, popularly known as crud or corrosion products in process industries, on those 
heterogeneous sites is investigated. Various researchers have reported that hematite is major 
constituent of crud which makes it primary material of interest; however the models developed in 
this work are irrespective of material choice. Qualitative hypothesis on deposition process under 
boiling   proposed by previous researchers have been tested, which lack to provide explanation 
for several physical mechanisms observed and analyzed. The quantitative model of deposition 
rate has been developed on the basis of bubble dynamics and colloid-surface interaction 
potential. Boiling from a heating surface aids in aggregation of the metallic particulates viz. 
nano-particles, crud particulate etc. suspended in a liquid which helps in transporting them to 
heating surfaces.  Consequently, cluster of particles deposit onto the surfaces with various 
interactive forces, resulting in formation of porous or impervious layers. Deposit layer grows or 
recedes depending upon variation in interparticle and surface forces, fluid shear, fluid chemistry 
etc. This deposit layer in turn affects the rate of bubble generation, formation of porous 
chimneys, critical heat flux (CHF) of surfaces, activation and deactivation of nucleation sites on 
the heating surfaces. Several problems are posed due to the effect of boiling on colloidal 
deposition which range from, research initiatives involving nano-fluids as a heat transfer medium 
to industrial applications such as light water reactors. In this study, it is attempted to integrate 
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colloid and surface science with vapor bubble dynamics, boiling heat transfer and evaporation 
rate.  
Pool boiling experiments with dilute metallic colloids have been conducted to investigate several 
parameters impacting the system. The experimental data available in literature is obtained by 
flow experiments which do not help in correlating boiling mechanism with the deposition 
amount or structure.  With the help of experimental evidences and analysis, previously proposed 
hypothesis for particle transport to the contact line due to hydrophobicity has been challenged.  
The experimental observations suggest that the deposition occurs around the contact line of 
bubble and extends underneath area of bubble microlayer as well. During the evaporation 
concentration gradient of a non-volatile species is created which induces osmotic pressure. The 
osmotic pressure thus developed inside the microlayer draws more particles inside the microlayer 
region or towards contact line.  The colloidal escape time is slower than the evaporation time 
which leads to the aggregation of particles in the evaporating micro-layer. These aggregated 
particles deposit onto or get removed from the heating surface, depending upon their total 
interaction potential. Interaction potential has been computed with the help of surface charge and 
van der Waals potential for the materials in aqueous solution.  Based upon the interaction-force 
boundary layer thickness which is governed by debye radius (or ionic concentration and pH), a 
simplified quantitative model for the attachment kinetics is proposed. This attachment kinetics 
model gives reasonable results in predicting attachment rate against data reported by previous 
researchers. The attachment kinetics study has been done for different pH and particle size for 
hematite particles. Quantification of colloidal transport under boiling scenarios is done with the 
help of overall average evaporation rate because generally waiting time for bubble at same 
position is much larger than growth time. In other words, from larger measureable scale 
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perspective frequency of bubbles dictate the rate of collection of particles rather than evaporation 
rate during micro-layer evaporation of one bubble. The combination of attachment kinetics and 
colloidal transport kinetics has been used to make consolidated model for deposit amount 
prediction and is validated with the help of high fidelity experimental data. 
In an attempt to understand and explain boiling characteristics, high speed visualization of 
bubble dynamics from single artificially large cavity and multiple naturally occurring cavities is 
conducted. Bubble growth and departure dynamics model is developed for artificially active sites 
and is validated with the experimental data. The variation of bubble departure diameter with wall 
temperature is analyzed with experimental results and shows coherence with earlier studies. 
However, deposit traces after boiling experiments show that bubble contact diameter is essential 
to predict bubble departure dynamics which is ignored previously by various researchers. 
The relationship between porosity of colloid deposits and bubbles under the influence of Jakob, 
Sub-cooling number and particle size has been developed. This further can also be utilized in 
variational wettability of the surface. Designing porous surfaces can have vast range of 
applications varying from high wettability such as high critical heat flux boilers to low 
wettability such as efficient condensers.  
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Chapter 1 
Nucleate boiling and deposition fouling: Introduction 
 
The phenomenon of boiling and deposition of suspended particulate on the boiling surfaces are 
mutually coupled. Boiling from a heating surface aids in aggregation of these suspended 
particulates, this helps in transporting them to surfaces. Boiling from heated surfaces is generally 
also called as heterogeneous nucleate boiling. In order to explain this physical process of boiling, 
it is essential to discuss evaporating bubble nucleation.  
 
1.1 Boiling from nucleation sites  
 
The vapor liquid phase change phenomena, similar to all other phase change processes, are 
described by nucleation. Nucleation is the process of random generation of nanoscale new phase 
that has the ability of irreversibly grow into macroscale. Nanoscale formation of new phase is a 
result of thermodynamic supersaturated condition of existing phase for the first order phase 
transition, which tends to remain in the metastable state. This super-saturation degree stated here 
physically comprises of excess temperature, concentration etc.  Classifying broadly, there are 
two types of nucleation, homogenous and heterogeneous.  
1.1.1 Homogenous nucleation 
Homogenous nucleation occurs when clusters of new phase are in contact with the old phase and 
no other phase or molecular species, e.g. nucleation of droplets in the bulk of supersaturated 
vapors.  
1.1.2 Heterogeneous nucleation 
Heterogeneous nucleation refers to nucleation at some preferred location due to presence of 
substrate, which interferes with the total free energy of the system. Heterogeneity can be further 
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classified into two categories, Galvin [1999], a) one which requires high levels of super 
saturation for homogenous nucleation, and b) the other which requires much smaller levels of 
saturation. 
Boiling, which involves liquid to vapor phase transformation can be initiated both ways; 
homogenous and heterogeneous nucleation. Homogenous bubble nucleation for boiling requires 
very high liquid superheat. Heterogeneous bubble nucleation can occur on gas filled cavities on a 
heating surface, on suspended particles in liquid, etc. The generation of vapor bubbles this way 
requires substantially lower superheated liquid superheat. Understanding of Boiling Process in 
real industrial environments is related with heterogeneous nucleation, which makes it a 
complicated problem of surface science, as a surface facilitates formation of preferential 
nucleation sites. Nevertheless, with recent sophisticated surface analysis techniques some 
correlations on performance of surfaces for boiling have been drawn such as Atomic Force 
Microscopy (AFM) can identify depth and thickness of cavities on naturally rough surfaces. But 
the problem becomes even more complex if the surface morphology keeps on changing with 
time, then it is very hard to predict the dynamics. One of the examples for these phenomena to 
occur can be due to collection of suspended particulate onto the surface, which alters the 
behavior of bubble nucleation or boiling heat transfer characteristics. Cluster of Particles deposit 
onto the surfaces with various interactive forces thus piling over each other in various forms and 
configurations resulting in formation of porous or impervious layers. Deposit layer grows or 
recedes dependent on variation in interparticle and surface forces, fluid shear, fluid chemistry 
etc. This deposit layer in turn affects the rate of bubble generation, formation of porous 
chimneys, critical heat flux (CHF) of surfaces, activation and deactivation of nucleation sites etc. 
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      This two way coupling has held significance from both perspectives; the effect of deposition 
on boiling and the effect of boiling on deposition. Though this work will primarily focus on the 
later, it is quite possible that it may lead to some conclusions about the earlier aspect too. The 
domain of problems, posed due to the effect of boiling on colloidal deposition, range from 
research initiatives using nanofluids as a heat transfer medium to household and industrial 
applications (Nuclear Power Plants). Ever since steam has been introduced for the power 
generation or for general heating purposes in chemical industry or household, the problem of 
scale formation on surfaces has existed persistently. These scales majorly consisted of calcium 
and magnesium salts, the solutions to these problems of scale formations have been suggested 
and implemented. But the deposition of corrosion products on boilers and nuclear fuel surfaces 
was more challenging problem to solve as the material of construction and deposits were of 
similar chemical nature. Teflon coated utensils and Ion-Exchange water purification systems are 
conventional examples of solutions provided to domestic and industrial front, respectively. 
Monitoring of water chemistry is one of the most important aspects of power plant operations, as 
small change in the ionic concentration of non-volatile species leads to magnanimous increase, 
this is widely addressed as Cycle of Concentration. Although as mentioned earlier widespread 
use of Ion-Exchangers maintains the water purity, still this process has some limitation over the 
nature of species which can be adsorbed by these purification units. For suspended impurities 
e.g. silica and metallic colloids, filters and magnetic filters are being employed by the industries, 
but still these filters have size and concentration limitations. Moreover, in modern world when 
lot of research efforts are being done on using metallic colloids as nanofluids for heat transfer 
applications the presence of these suspended particulates is in fact desirable but only in 
suspension. In recent experiments a lot of efforts have been vested in explanation of 
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enhancement of critical heat flux (CHF) with deposited nano-particles on heat transfer surface, 
though mechanism of this deposit formation is still vague. Deposition of these suspended metal 
oxides on the surfaces has been observed in boiling as well as non-boiling processes. Presence of 
these scales and deposited layers leads to many problems e.g. poor heat transfer, enhancement of 
thermal stresses, nuclear fuel failures, etc. Some previous work by Jones [1986] has 
hypothesized that, if these deposits lead to porous chimneys in the porous crud layer, it results in 
enhanced heat transfer by wick boiling or capillary action.    The similarity in nature of particles 
deposited on heated surfaces poses many difficulties for the removal process of these scales 
when it is undesirable. Although many research efforts have been directed towards generalized 
solutions and predictive assessments for this deposition process, still these efforts have been left 
either in the form of discrete paradigms or very gross approximations. This study will focus on 
integrating colloid and surface science with vapor bubble dynamics, boiling heat transfer, 
evaporation for the quantitative prediction of growth layers.  
 
1.2 Particulate deposition and consequences 
 
‘Crud’ is basically the term used for products resulting from corrosion of process piping due to 
action from process fluid or ambient conditions. Mainly crud consists of eroded corrosion 
products in the bulk stream comprised of metal oxides (size order ~10 nm to ~10 µm) in the form 
of suspensions, which can be defined as colloidal suspensions. Even if the chemistry is 
maintained appropriately in process systems, there is no economically feasible solution to avoid 
crud in the process fluid. If basic piping material is steel, then crud particles are mostly 
constituted of Fe2O3 (Hematite), as reported by Charlesworth [1970] and many others using 
various analysis techniques. 
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The deposition of corrosion products on boiling heat transfer surfaces is of interest for 
many two-phase flow and heat transfer applications, particularly in the power generating 
industry. For PWR nuclear reactor fuel assemblies, the deposition is no different than for any 
boiling heat exchanger, but it becomes worse within large sub-cooled boiling zones where the 
boric acid concentrates in the porous deposition layer which eventually leads to various reactor 
safety and operational issues. This mechanism of boron hold-up increase in crud layers is the 
widely accepted hypothesis for explanation of axial offset anomaly in PWRs, as published by 
EPRI [2006]. Although in this study the focus will only be on the role of suspended particulates 
especially metallic colloids.  This crud deposition on fuel surfaces is equally prevalent in BWRs, 
where boiling surfaces are even a larger fraction of the fuel surface. The deposition of 
radioactive crud on different process equipment component is responsible for high radioactive 
dose rates in personnel accessible areas of the plant.  Moreover, this also enhances localized 
corrosion, decreases fuel-clad strength and other hazardous consequences. The sub-cooled 
boiling deposition process for crud particles on fuel surfaces is enhanced several times as 
compared to normal non-boiling/ single-phase conditions. In radiation fields the problem 
becomes more complicated due to the impact of radiolysis on local pH, although Charlesworth 
[1970] found that the deposition data for with and without radiation field were similar. Most of 
the studies done subsequently were conducted using flow boiling with Hematite particles to 
simulate controlled environments for correlating operating factors with deposit rates. 
 
1.3 Deposition pattern and experimental simulation 
 
Studies with experimental evidence on formation of scales, ring structures due to deposition of 
salts from water coolant impurities and formulation of hypothesis have been provided since 
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initially generating steam for industrial purposes. From the introduction of steam engines, 
‘Colloid Theory’ has been a popular concept for explaining the scales of salts on heat exchange 
surfaces. According to this theory, salts are adsorbed on the surface of metals as on colloids or 
organic substrates, etc. Invalidating this reasoning, Hall [1925] explained scale formation by 
crystallization due to negative solubility slope ( 0
dT
dS ) of CaSO4, with temperature. 
The basic mechanisms with importance of bubble generation during boiling were first 
highlighted by Partridge [1931], who provided experimental evidence for formation of rings 
around bubbles, refer Fig. 1.1. These concepts were extended by Freeborn and Lewis [1962] with 
flow boiling experiments where departing bubbles, left a layer of ladder like structure of rings 
due to sliding action near the heating surface, before eventually leaving the surface, ref. Fig. 1.2. 
After consistent observations of ring shaped deposits formed on the heated surface, it was 
established that dry-out near the triple phase interface leads to ring shaped these structures.  
 
    (a)    (b) 
Fig. 1.1 Rings of deposits after bubble leaves surface, (a) single (b) multiple; Partridge 
[1931] 
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Fresh experimental observations of spot like deposits beneath the bubble, observed with the help 
of radioactive calcium sulfate deposits by Hospeti and Mesler [1965], ref. Fig. 1.3. This along 
with previous work by Mesler [1962] on observations of wall temperature decrease substantiated 
the formation of the theory, which evolved as MEM (Micro-layer Evaporation Model) to explain 
the boiling mechanism in general.  
  
  Fig.1.2 Ladder of Rings formed in flow boiling, Freeborn [1962] 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 Autoradiograph of Spot/ Disc shaped deposits beneath bubble, Hospeti [1965] 
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Therefore, it was proposed that there is a micro-layer of liquid beneath bubble, which evaporates, 
and this dry-out leads to a spot type deposit instead of ring shape. But so far there has been no 
consensus on this phenomenon as there is no other evidence to support the formation of this 
micro-layer. 
 
1.4 Particulate deposition mechanism and hypothesis 
 
Simultaneously, importance was given to study of suspended particulate, especially crud 
deposition due to reasons mentioned in Section 1.2. Blinchevskii [1965] rejected the existing 
mechanism of concentration of salt near the base of bubble, but still held the idea that suspended 
particulate will concentrate near bubble surface during bubble growth.  In this work a basic 
mechanism was proposed as to how particles concentrate during the initial rapid growth phase of 
bubbles and deposition during later phases when bubble growth is small before departure from 
surface (Fig.1.4). This was termed in two steps collection phase and sedimentation phase. 
Although these ideas were presented by Kabanov [1971] as, it is impossible to have 
concentration increase of suspended particulate during the boiling process.  
 
Fig. 1.4 Bubble growth velocity is greater than particle re-dispersion velocity 
 
Iwahori [1979] used the same argument about impossibility of concentration of particulate 
without any theoretical explanation. Iwahori who also observed the ring structures around 
nucleation sites, for which he gave the hypothesis that bubbles entrap particles due to 
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hydrophobicity with preferential location, is near the triple interface. But, if it is valid that a 
bubble site is more preferential for adsorption of particles, then why would particles leave the 
bubble and attach to the heating surface? More understood phenomena of particle – bubble 
attachment is where particles remain attached to bubbles, commonly used principle in the 
metallurgical process of froth floatation. This mechanism, therefore, is unable to explain the 
process of ring formation around the bubble-liquid-solid triple interface locations.  Subsequently, 
most authors have used this hydrophobicity hypothesis for explaining the formation of these 
rings, which until now has not been modeled, as very little information exists for the basic 
mechanisms involving hydrophobicity. In line with this mechanism, Basset [1998] proposed a 
view that bubbles collapse on the surface or near the vicinity, which leads to deposits in the 
shape of rings. Although it had never been reasoned out so far as to why a bubble would collapse 
on a surface in presence of gravitational field. Moreover in the wall vicinity if a bubble shrinks 
and collapses, then it is still difficult to explain the formation of ring. These ring shaped 
structures are more prominent in high sub-cooling zone. 
 
Fig. 1.5 Deposits of Hematite rings on Incoloy tube in sub-cooled boiling 
experiment (Basset [2000]) 
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1.5 Rate of deposition and growth rate prediction 
 
Numerous experimental data from flow loops with scaled down facilities have been used to 
formulate empirical relationships between loop operating parameters and overall deposition 
rates. These types of studies will not lead to understanding the basic mechanism of particulate 
preferential deposition process on the bubble sites. Nevertheless, it would be better to discuss 
some of these crud simulating environments to have a broader viewpoint regarding impact of 
individual parameters.  Moreover correlations provided by these experiments have been useful 
from an industrial perspective as well as designing mechanistic experiments. Heat flux and 
particle concentration which showed consistent direct proportionality behavior with the 
deposition rate were used by Mankina [1959] as,      dW KC
dt
  
Where: the deposition rate coefficient is proportional to heat flux 2'qkkd  , but during that study 
not much consideration was given to the release rate. Charlesworth [1970] on the basis of 
observations stated in the previous section, postulated basic kinetics of deposition rate as,  
                        r
dW KC K W
dt
         (1.1) 
He explained the removal mechanism by spalling, which means flaking of large pieces from 
deposits due to surface shear stress. 
 Now the challenge was how to estimate or model dk  and rk from physical parameters, 
and can the observations and data for some experiments lead to formulation of universally 
applicable coefficients. Kabele & Bartlett [1970], gave some experimental results on deposition 
showing fluid shear influence of the aqueous stream. They showed that increases in fluid 
velocity decreases deposition, but fluid shear rate increases deposition. Similarly, , Burrill[1979] 
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proposed a correlation for deposit weight and surface shear stress given by,   
0
1
( Re / )fgk q h CW
k 

      and  surface shear stress given by,     8/2vf . 
However, the empirical models were not close to the experimental results in varied 
environments. Lister [1975] observed that average deposition rate constants were smaller than 
calculated mass transfer coefficients. Nicholson [1978] used the analogy adopted for boiling heat 
transfer coefficients calculated by Roshenhow and Choi [1961], to evaluate mass transfer 
coefficients in boiling. He also concluded that the rate constant for deposition is smaller than the 
mass transfer coefficient, which leads to formation of  
   
1 1 1
t aK K K
         (1.2) 
The rate constant for mass transport, tK  is governed by the boiling and fluid flow. Rate constant 
for attachment, aK  is governed by the surface attachment of particles. Estimation of tK was 
obtained from correlations such as given by Eqn 1.3, which has limited applications and lacks 
fundamental understanding  
  346.0913.0Re0096.0 ScSh                     (1.3) 
In an attempt to describe the Hematite deposition process during boiling, Asakura [1978] 
adopted micro-layer evaporation and dry-out model to estimate tK , as 
(Volume of dry-out region)/ (Volume of micro-layer that evaporates) 
23
2
1
4
3
g b
t
l b
RVK
V

 
      
   
      (1.4) 
Using relationship proposed by Torgai [1965] for micro-layer thickness and flow rate, they 
established a close relation between experimental and theoretical models. But it lacked two 
important aspects, first there is no explanation of ring shaped deposits, which showed nil deposit 
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in the center and, second there is no consideration given to surface – particle kinetics, which is 
expected to play an important role in making particles attach. Asakura et. al.[1986] used the 
same mechanism to qualitatively explain deposits on nuclear fuel rods. Fortunately, during the 
same time more work was being done on deposition, attachment and removal of Hematite on 
Stainless steel surfaces, but with no boiling process involved. Although previously many 
researchers investigated the role of pH on the deposition process in qualitative ways, but Kallay 
and Matijevic [1981] established a model for directly quantifying and explaining the role of pH, 
particle size, etc. In their work formulation of pH into the surface charge was used to evaluate 
sticking potential and in turn sticking probability. Later on Kallay and Matijevic [1983] 
discussed the effect of very high wall temperature on deposition and removal phenomena. This 
lead to another issue of explaining low sticking probability of particles on surfaces, although van 
der Waals forces between particles and wall should remain same. A detailed theoretical model of 
this mechanism will be discussed in a later chapter. Urrutia [1983] used a similar mechanism 
along with simplified Hydrodynamics models to model deposition on Nuclear Reactor fuels, but 
it could only provide qualitative explanation. Therefore, to understand the problem better it was 
again tried to simulate deposition of hematite particles in an environment in a pool boiling 
experiment by Melendres [1997].They found that a deposit was observed at the solid-liquid-gas 
interface. This work supported the hypothesis of hydrophobic particle bubble interaction theory. 
Turner [2000] observed a deposition rate of magnetite particles on Alloy 800 was very low as 
compared to the predicted mass transfer coefficients for single phase and two phase flow using 
the Asakura [1978] model of MEM. This reason they attributed the low rate to not taking into 
account repulsion between wall and particles. Recently, Arbeau [2006] conducted several tests 
for deposition of magnetite particles on Alloy 800, to determine adsorption rates and to fit them 
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by an empirical two-layer deposition model. They hypothesized that the net attachment rates are 
smaller because the second layer of particles experiences a weaker attraction force.  
 
1.6 Colloid science, nanofluids and boiling 
  
During recent research efforts for evaluating the role of nanofluids in boiling heat transfer, Das 
[2003] found that nanofluids, which have very high concentrations of metallic colloids, have a 
negative impact on boiling heat transfer. They also found increases of CHF with nanofluids, 
which were explained later by S.J Kim et. al. [2006] that deposited layers of nano-particles has 
an impact on surface wettability. Similarly, Kim [2007] explained role of deposited layers in 
capillary wicking, thereby providing a plausible mechanism for enhanced CHF (Fig.1.6 & 1.7). 
In all these studies, it was established that deposited layers rather than nanofluids by themselves 
play any role in explanation of variation of boiling heat transfer characteristics. 
 
 
Fig. 1.6 Effect of deposited nano-particles on CHF (Kim[2007]) 
 
Currently, there is no substantial theory to explain the mechanism by which particles form ring 
shaped deposits around the bubbles. In order to predict the general deposition rate process in the 
presence of boiling, different types of bubble growth behavior should be separately treated to 
correlate shape and mass of deposit obtained. Rate of transport of particles around the liquid-
vapor-solid triple interface should be modeled theoretically and validated experimentally by 
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explicit nucleation sites. A gradient diffusion process should be modeled around the bubble, as 
the Stokes-Einstein diffusivity relation for dilute colloids may not be applicable near the bubble. 
The rate of attachment of particles should be quantified with the help of surface attraction 
between particles and substrate.  
 Another important aspect not to be overlooked in this regard is the stability of colloidal 
suspensions. There are different forces (discussed in detail in the next chapter) by which 
colloidal particles remain in suspension. These forces are dependent upon average separation 
distances between particles, as particles tend to attract and repel each other through these forces. 
If these average separation distances are changed due to dynamic change in concentration, the 
force balance is disturbed and particles tend to form large agglomerates. This makes them 
susceptible for sedimentation and deposition. Although this would not be applicable if the 
diffusivity of particles in solution is high enough to respond to the dynamic change in 
concentration. Shimmin [2006] showed that for a colloidal suspension undergoing evaporation, 
accumulation of particles near the liquid-vapor interface is due to less competitive diffusion(Fig. 
2. or convection against evaporating velocity. 
 
Fig. 1.7 Colloidal aggregation near the evaporating interface (Particles getting aggregated 
near the evaporating surface) 
 
But observing nano-particle behavior near bubble or underneath bubble is close to impossible. 
However , if sampling of nanofluids near bubbles can be done for Direct light scattering 
experiments , it can be analyzed whether agglomerates exist or original particulates near bubbles. 
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Moreover high magnification electronic microscopy can find out the shape and structure of 
agglomerates.  
 
Nomenclature 
  
S Entropy(J/K) 
T Temperature(C) 
Re Reynolds Number 
Sc Schmidt Number 
Sh Sherwood Number 
i  Density(kg/m
3) 
C Concentration(gm/lit) 
W Deposited mass(mg) 
aK  Attachment rate coefficient(m/s) 
tK  Mass Transport rate coefficient (m/s) 
  Shear Stress(Nm-2) 
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Chapter 2 
Interaction potential: Particles, surfaces and attachment rate 
 
Adhesion between similar or dissimilar materials is described by intermolecular forces. Although 
adhesion is generally described by the strength of these interacting forces, the rate of adhesion is 
an important characteristic which can be broadly described by adsorption rate. Intermolecular 
forces and adsorption rate are dependent upon the nature of interactions between the materials, 
their configuration and medium of interaction. Attachment of particles onto surfaces involves 
two types of adsorption; physisorption and chemisorption. Examples of the later are normally 
covalent or ionic bonds (energy per bond~200-400 kT) and for physisorption are weak van der 
Waals forces (dipole interactions,energy per interaction~2-3 kT), etc. In this study covalent or 
ionic bonding is assumed absent, as it leads to formation of different compounds and complexes 
altogether, which would be an expensive (energy) process and intermolecular interactions will 
not be able to provide this energy. This assumption stands valid for deposition of hematite on 
steel as demonstrated by Matijevic [1980], and for nuclear fuels by Charlesworth [1970]  that 
hematite deposits were found to be of a friable nature. In the absence of chemical bonding, 
deposition rate is dependent upon the interaction potential between particle-particle and particle-
surface present in the medium. In the case of agglomerates interacting with surfaces, size and 
shape will play significant role if very small time scales (~nsec or attachment time) and length 
scales (~nm, or order of size) are considered. However, in this problem in which measurement 
time and length scales are much larger, it will be a valid assumption to consider all particles 
constituting any agglomerate will behave in a uniform manner with the surface.  Classical DLVO 
(Derjaguin , Landau, Verwey and Overbeek) theory for colloids explains stability of suspensions 
by the balance of electrostatic (double charge layer) repulsive forces to counter attractive van der 
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Waals forces. In other words, there exists a net potential as a function of separation distance, 
particle size and solvent chemistry. For stable suspensions this net potential becomes repulsive 
and for unstable suspensions it becomes attractive and then they agglomerate. But DLVO theory 
ignores structural effects due to hydration and steric potential, which is applicable only in 
presence of polymeric adsorbents.  Kallay et al [1981] modeled total potential between colloidal 
hematite particles and stainless steel balls using DLVO theory. They used this potential to 
evaluate the sticking probability for different pH, particle size, etc. In order to establish 
theoretical basis as to whether there will be attachment or not, if particles come in contact with 
surfaces, basic potentials of different nature have to be evaluated. Forces in the dispersion, as 
governed by the total inter-particle potential energy, V, can be expressed as 
vdw elect steric structuralV V V V V     (Lewis [2001]) 
           In these terms, stericV can be ignored for the case of metallic oxide particles in aqueous 
solutions. An everyday example involving the interaction potentials and how they contribute to 
adhesion is shown in Fig. 2.1 in bacterial adhesion. 
 
        Fig. 2.1 Bacterial adhesion (bio-fouling) manipulated by ionic strength and pH (Lewis 
[2001]). Illustrating intra-particle and particle surface interactions 
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2.1 van der Waals potential 
 
Intermolecular forces occur by virtue of two or more molecules attracting each other even though 
they are neutrally charged on average. It includes dipole-dipole, dipole-induced dipole, and 
London forces. London forces are intermolecular attractive forces that arise from a cooperative 
oscillation of electron clouds on a collection of molecules at close range. In its general form 
energy of interaction between two volumes V1 and V2 having q atoms per cm3 is given by 
  
1 2
2
6
V V
qE dv dv
r

              (2.1) 
Using the properties that for a material 2q  will be a constant Hamaker [1940] simplified the 
interaction energy.  Quantification of van der Waals potential, using classical (Hamaker [1940]) 
relations, between spherical particles of radius hr  separated from a large planar surface by 
distance x  from the surface in a medium, is resolved to  
  2 ( )ln
6 2 ( 2 )
h h
vdw
h h
r x rA xV
x r x x r
 
     
     (2.2) 
where, ))(( wswh AAAAA  is the Hamaker Constant and subscripts h, w and s are for 
particle, solvent and surface, respectively. The Hamaker constant is material dependent property 
(Table 2.1). Similarly for two spherical particles of the same radius, van der Waals potential 
between them is given by 
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 Table 2.1 Values of Hamaker Constants for some materials (Israelachvili [1992]) 
 
Materials Vacuum (A/10-20J) Water (A/10-20J) 
Gold 40 30 
Silver 50 40 
Copper 40 30 
Water 4.0 - 
Alumina 16.4 4.4 
Hematite 6 2 
Magnetite 7 2.2 
 
  
2.2 Electrostatic potential 
 
In the presence of water, metallic oxide particles or surfaces become hydroxylated. This causes 
 surface ionization to +ve or –ve groups. The pH level or the ionic concentration determines this 
surface ionization. Change in pH effects the surface charge and can even lead to reversal of 
polarity. There exists a pH value for most substances at which surface charge is zero. This value 
is commonly known as PZC (Point of Zero Charge). In the cases referred here PZC and IEP (Iso-
Electric Point) are same so can be used interchangeably. It is a tedious process to measure the 
electrostatic potential exactly, but it can be approximated well with the help of the Zeta-Potential 
(electrostatic potential on the surface due to formation of layers of ions), which we have done 
and results are discussed later in detail. Zeta Potential can be explained in more detail with an 
example of colloidal solution in an aqueous medium with ionic impurities. With surface charge 
on each particle, ionic layers are formed on the surface with number density gradually decreasing 
as one move into the bulk. In order to find the net potential of this arrangement Guoy-Chapman 
gave a double layer model. This double layer (Stern layer) potential is significant in determining 
the electrophoretic mobility, and is better known as zeta potential. It is demonstrated in Fig. 2.2, 
with the point of action and thickness of Stern layer. Zeta Potential of this layer is measured, 
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which also gives the electrophoretic mobility of the particles. The Guoy-Chapman model is 
linked to the basic principles of electrostatics, with the Poisson equation 
  02 


                          (2.4) 
where overall charge density, )(   nnze and )exp(0 kT
eznn iii

 as the Boltzmann 
distribution for each type of ions. Assuming that in the double layer number of +ve and –ve 
charged ions is the same, 0  nn , this leads to the Poisson –Boltzmann expression  
            )(2 02
kT
zeSinhzen 

           (2.5) 
For low ionic concentrations, Eqn. 2.4 can be linearized resulting into 
   22           (2.6) 
where,   
kT
nze


22
2   , is the inverse square of the Debye-radius.  
 
                  
  Fig. 2.2 Diffuse Double Layer Model, Elimelech [1995] 
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Practically, pH, salt concentration and other ionic impurities play an important role in 
characterizing stability of the colloidal suspension or for attracting particles to a substrate. If the 
concentration of excess ions is increased from neutral, its tendency to remain in suspension 
increases and, if it is increased further, the Debye radius of the medium increases, which 
decreases the Coulomb potential by screening. Hogg [1965] stated that potential energy between 
two double layers is equal to the change in free energy of the double layer system when plates 
are brought together from infinity.  
  GGV dr 2                 (2.7) 
 02
1
G                 (2.8) 
 
Surface



 
4
         (2.9) 
where G  can be evaluated if surface charge density and surface potential are known. Surface 
potential for a particle can be approximately measured with zeta potential and surface charge 
density can be calculated by solving Eqn. 2.5. 
Then from Eqn. 2.6, Interaction Potential can be evaluated between two objects, whether they are 
both spherical or one spherical colloid interacting with the surface. For a sphere-plate type 
system Hogg [1965] evaluated interaction potential as 
)]exp(1ln()()exp(1ln()[( 22 xxrV shshhr     (2.10) 
 
where, h  and s  are Zeta-potential values for particles and substrate respectively. Kallay 
[1981] and Barouch [1979] used this method for estimating overall potential considering 2-D 
system of spherical hematite particles interacting with Stainless steel balls. The validity of the 
linearization of Poisson-Boltzmann equation is very subjective process and is dependent upon 
ionic concentration but in the systems dealt here only pH variation is considered. The range of 
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pH for conducting experiments in real environments has to be 4<pH<10, therefore ionic 
concentration, [H+] <10-3 .Estimation of electrostatic interaction potential can be known if 
surface charge and potential are known, which can be experimentally measured with the help of 
zeta-potential measurement. 
 
2.2.1 Zeta potential measurements 
As it is very difficult to measure charge on each individual particle, there is a unique way to 
estimate charge on particles by measuring the electrophoretic mobility that is quantified by 
velocity of the particle upon application of a potential field. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) is a 
method of determining the zeta-potential and size of particles in a liquid by measuring the 
intensity of light scattered from the particles to a detector over a period of time. As the particles 
move due to Brownian motion or under the influence of some applied field, the light scattered 
from two or more particles constructively or destructively interferes at the detector signal. By 
calculating the autocorrelation function of the light intensity and assuming a particle distribution, 
it is possible to determine the sizes of particles from 1 nm to 5 microns. This technique is also 
capable of measuring the Zeta potential of particles. By varying pH for each sample individual 
zeta-potential values and thus PZC (Point of Zero Charge) can be obtained. 
Comparing the results available in the literature where the PZC of hematite is stated as 
6.8 by Elimelech [1995], whereas Bindra [2008] found that PZC for the hematite particles used 
was 6.6. Therefore, as stated earlier, small differences in the zeta-potential and PZC are due to 
the different modes of crystallization and methods of preparation of particles. It is a difficult task 
to measure the potential for large objects, as in case of substrate surfaces. During the deposition 
experiments and modeling of Hematite on Stainless Steel balls, Kallay [1980] used measured 
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zeta-potential values for SS sub-micron sized particles, to do the analysis for fairly large (100 
µm) SS balls . Moreover, according to the postulates of DLVO theory or Guoy-Chapman model, 
the variation of zeta-potential is dependent only on the nature of substance rather than 
geometrical configuration. In order to test this behavior two sets of hematite particles of different 
particle size were used to prepare aqueous solutions of a wide pH range. These samples were 
analyzed with zetasizer for particle size distribution and zeta-potential measurement. Particle size 
distribution shows that 450d nm and 34d nm  (Fig. 2.3) for two different sets of 
suspended particles. Except for high acidic chemistry, the zeta-potential values are very close for 
different particle sizes (Fig. 2.4). 
  
           
Fig.2.3 Distribution of particles vs size range (Specification size ~30 nm;<d>~34 nm) 
 
There is very little data or information available in literature about the surface charge or 
potential for the colloids/suspended crud particulate. Only information (Table 2.2) related to 
surface charge is provided by few researchers who simulated crud like particulates as 
suspensions in their flow experiments.   
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Table 2.2 Zeta-potential values for deposition systems 
System pH Zeta Potential(mV) 
Fe3O4/Incoloy 4.0 22/35 
(Turner,1994) 8.0 -20/5.0 
Fe2O3/ZrO2 4.0 25.0/0.0 
(Urrutia,1983) 8.0 -15/-20 
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Fig. 2.4 Zeta-potential Measurements for Hematite particles (PZC (pH) ~ 6.5) 
 
 
2.3 Structural potential 
 
Structural or hydration forces are the terms associated with the forces that develop as particles 
with adsorbed fluid layers interact. For the cases where the precise details of the spatial variation 
of the short-range forces are not important, it is often more convenient to resort to the 
microscopically averaged Born repulsion. It covers, broadly, two types of interactions, namely, 
the repulsive hydration interactions (due to orientated water molecules adsorbed at each 
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interface) and the attractive hydrophobic interactions (because of the very strong interaction 
between water molecules compared to that between water molecules and metallic particles). 
Ruckenstein and Prieve [1976] gave a general expression on Born repulsion for a surface-plate 
system. But this potential is applicable only at very short separations(<10-1 nm) and in aqueous 
systems due to presence of hydrated ions the minimum separation distance will be close to 0.3 
nm.  
 
2.4 Qualitative explanation of attachment kinetics 
 
Experimental data provided by Turner [1994] by conducting deposition measurements for 
magnetite particles onto Incoloy-800 surfaces, showed that deposition kinetics is prominently 
dependent upon pH or chemistry of the aqueous system. In a particular range, i.e. between iso-
electric points of surface and particles deposition rate (IEP surf<pH<IEP part. or IEP part <pH< IEP 
surf) is maximum. On the other hand, if pH is outside this domain then net electrostatic potential 
will be repulsive (Fig. 2.5).Limited amount of zeta-potential data is available for which 
deposition experiments have been performed in the past. Therefore, it is required to do more 
qualitative and quantitative analysis on attachment kinetics based upon zeta-potential and 
deposition rate data. 
 
 
Fig.2.5 Hypothetical zeta-potential of surface and particulates to demonstrate range of 
attraction range of pH 
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 Another important qualitative explanation of bacterial adhesion on various metal surfaces 
can be done with the help of experimental results reported by Sheng [2007]. Aluminum having 
higher zeta-potential in sea water attracts bacteria more strongly, as measured by Atomic Force 
Microscope. Although this experimental data very well connects adhesion mechanism with 
electrostatic potential, it is still very difficult to quantify adhesion rate for systems as 
complicated as bio-fouling. However in the systems of metallic colloids present in dilute aqueous 
concentration and of uniform size it can be attempted to have a quantifiable attachment rate. 
 
Table 2.3 Attachment force of bacteria on Aluminum and Copper surfaces 
 
 Pseud. Marine 
SRB 
D.des  
Zeta Potential 
Bacteria(mV) 
-2.6 -5.6 -25.0 Artificial 
seawater 
Adhesion force 
(nN) 
5.6 5.4 4.8 Al(1754 mV)# 
0.5 1.5 0.6 Cu(449.4 mV) # 
Al-Aluminum, Cu-Copper, #-Zeta potential  
 
2.5 Total potential and its role in capture estimation 
 
The total interaction potential can be obtained, using van der Waals and Electrostatic parts as the 
sum of both. The basic colloidal convection diffusion equation is similar to the general 
convection diffusion equation, with an additional term of interaction potential gradient.  It has 
been postulated by Spielman and Friedlander [1974] using first order kinetics for attachment rate 
, with the relation between wall flux and rate of deposition as 
  surf t a
CDJ D C V K C
kT
           (2.11) 
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The assumption of first order rate attachment confirms with various experimental results by 
Basset [2000] and Arbeau [2006]. Multiplying both sides of Eqn. 2.11 with exp( / )V kT  and 
integrating between closest approach and interaction force boundary limit yields equation 2.12  
1
[exp(( ( )) / )]
f
cp
a t t f
y
K D V V kT dy



 
  
  
     (2.12)
 
 
D , is the diffusivity of colloidal medium, which is generally given by the Stokes-Einstein 
relation, but this problem encompasses a gradient diffusion process in which diffusivity changes 
with particle concentration, the impact of which will be discussed  later in chapter on particle 
transport. V is the total interaction potential as summation of expressions described in section 2.2 
and 2.3 can be applied for various systems and f  is the interaction force boundary layer 
thickness and can be approximately equated to Debye radius, which is a measure of columbic 
screening. However, for close separations between two colloids or one colloid and surface, 
hydrodynamics becomes important. In case of smaller particles (nano-particles), it is difficult to 
quantify this behavior but for larger particles approaching surfaces, the simplified formulation 
for the hydrodynamic factor yields reasonably accurate results. This hydrodynamic correction 
factor (proposed by Spielman and Friedlander [1974]) is given by Eqn. 2.13. 
  ( ) 1 / hg H y r         (2.13)   
 This factor can be multiplied to the integrand (Eqn. 2.12) to yield more realistic results 
especially for particles with size range 0.1 - 1µm.    
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a t t f
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  
    (2.14) 
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Integral (2.14) can be solved numerically by evaluating functional form of total interaction 
potential. Total interaction potential can be obtained as a function of separation distance between 
colloid and surface. As an example, using hamaker constant and zeta-potential values from 
Turner [1994], total interaction potential is evaluated as a function of separation distance for 0.5 
µm magnetite particles separated from Incoloy-800 surface. In this way, if one has distribution of 
interaction potential near wall and diffusivity of the colloids the rate of attachment can be 
estimated.  
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Fig. 2.6 Magnetite particles (0.5µm diameter) interacting with Incoloy-800 at pH value of 
4.0, Zeta-potential values for the calculations were obtained from Turner [1994]. 
 
 
After calculating total interaction potential (for various pH values) versus separation distance of 
a colloid from surface, Eqn. 2.13 can be numerically integrated to evaluate the rate of 
attachment. Experimental measurement of attachment rate only is difficult as the experimental 
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measurement will give value for overall deposition rate. The effective attachment rate is 
dependent upon resistance from transport as well as surface attachment. In boiling system 
evaluating transport step will be discussed in next sections. According to Arbeau [2006], for flow 
systems transport resistance can be computed with the help of Epstein’s empirical relation 
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0.084 wt
p
K
D
 

           
    (2.14)   
 
 
Overall deposition rate can be computed with
1 1 1
t aK K K
  , and experimentally only total 
deposition rate can be measured (Table 2.4).  
 
Table 2.4 Comparison of measured and predicted deposition rate 
 
 
 
2.6 Discussion 
 
It is impossible to experimentally measure the attachment rate directly, therefore in order to 
estimate this step it is required to accurately measure or predict transport step with high 
accuracy. Rate controlling step is the attachment step if the operating pH is beyond the range in 
between iso-electric points. Prediction of rate of attachment can be done only if zeta-potential is 
known, however to support the validity of model not enough data is known for zeta-potential and 
Magnetite/ 
Incoloy800 
Theoretical 
(m/s) 
Ka 
Empirical 
(m/s) 
Kt 
Experimental 
(Arbeau,2006)(m/s) 
Overall Theoretical 
(m/s) 
pH=8.0 6.6E-05 3E-05 1.02E-05 2E-05 
pH=4.0 0.82E-06 3E-05 1.27E-06 0.8E-06 
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deposition rate. More experimental data generated as a part of this work and testing the model 
will be shown in Chapter-5. 
 
Nomenclature 
 
  
vdwV  Van der Waals Potential Energy(kT) 
elecV  Electrostatic Potential Energy(kT) 
stericV  Steric Potential Energy(kT) 
structuralV  Structural Potential Energy(kT) 
tV  Total interaction potential energy(kT) 
  Dipole moment 
hr  Radius of particle(nm) 
e  Electron charge(1.6  X 10-19 C) 
K Boltzmann Constant(1.38 X 10-23 J/K) 
  Surface Charge density(C/m2) 
G Free Energy(J) 
  Zeta Potential(mV) 
0  Surface Potential(mV) 
0n  Concentration of Ions(M) 
T Temperature(K) 
  Debye Radius inverse (nm
-1) 
aK  Attachment rate coefficient(m/s) 
f  Interaction force boundary layer(nm) 
H Hydraulic separation distance ratio 
w  Shear stress(Pa) 
p  Density of particle(gm/cm
3) 
D  Diffusivity of colloid(cm2/s) 
  Kinematic viscosity(cm2/s) 
f  Interaction force boundary layer 
thickness(nm) 
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Chapter 3 
Single and multiple bubble dynamics  
 
Most industrial processes involving boiling are described by bulk thermodynamic saturation 
conditions, which can result from local heat transfer resistance. For example, sub-cooled boiling 
in pressurized water reactors exists due to higher wall temperature and spatial variation of 
temperature in fluid stream which is kept at a bulk temperature lower than saturation. As 
discussed earlier, the boiling process on a heating surface is initiated and sustained in normal 
circumstances by heterogeneous nucleation on gas entrapping cavities naturally present on the 
surfaces. These sites are active centers because they require less energy for mass-transfer across 
liquid-gas boundary while another reason is the higher heat flux concentration. But due to the 
presence of many of these active centers, the site interactions and bubble interactions take this 
phenomenon toward a nearly chaotic regime. Even without flow, in the case of pool boiling no 
theoretical explanation and analysis has been developed which can give a deterministic model 
for multiple sites. For pool boiling conditions, with or without sub-cooling , the phenomenon has 
been discretised into small observational goals by various researchers viz. relation of wall heat 
flux to bubble frequency, wall temperature to bubble departure diameter, effect of wall 
temperature or bulk temperature on active number of sites, etc.  
 The main objective of this study is the effect of boiling on colloidal stability and 
deposition, for which there seems to be no unique way of characterizing deposition patterns and 
their rates of growth. If there is a validated model or correlation for bubble departure diameter 
and residence time for a single bubble, it can be a great assistance for providing the role of 
boiling in concentrating particles around the bubble as hypothesized by Blinchveskii [1965]. But 
this is still not generally applicable for natural surfaces because, bubble contact area does not 
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remain constant, thereby departure diameter and residence time also vary. Moreover, for natural 
surfaces, bubble dynamics is coupled with bubble distribution, therefore, the frequency of bubble 
generation varies.  
However, as discussed in Chapter-1, many experimental observations have led to some 
conclusions that particles either deposit in the form of rings or in the form of spots and for each 
there is a separate hypothesis, but quantified explanations for each do not currently exist. If 
direct correlations can be established between operating heat transfer parameters and average 
bubble frequency, bubble departure radius and number of nucleating bubbles, it could provide 
insight for qualitative and quantitative explanations of these deposit mechanisms. Therefore the 
primary objective of this part is to modify and validate existing models of bubble dynamics with 
experimental observations performed at atmospheric pressure or with data existing in the 
literature. This study of boiling and its relation with physical heat transfer parameters is 
classically divided into two parts, first being growth and departure of single isolated bubbles and 
second part is the number of nucleating bubbles. 
 
3.1 Single bubble growth dynamics in quiescent pool  
 
3.1.1 Experiments & modeling 
 
The basic theory for isolated bubble dynamics in liquids at saturation temperature was given by 
Bosnjakovic [1930] and Jakob [1932]. According to their theory the vaporization process is 
maintained by energy transfer from the superheated liquid to the bubble interface, which after 
solving the 1-d energy equation, can be mathematically represented as  
  
at
TTkRh slv


 0'        (3.1) 
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where, R  is bubble radius at time t  and ( sTT 0 ) is temperature difference between superheated 
liquid and saturation temperature. Rayleigh’s general equation for spherical bubble growth in a 
pool of liquid incorporates the effect of liquid inertial effects on bubble growth. This is generally 
applicable to any pressure difference which is responsible for bubble growth and can be derived 
using mechanical energy balance by equating kinetic energy of the liquid to work done against 
surrounding liquid, ignoring the effect of liquid viscosity. For vapor-liquid equilibrium the 
Classius Clapeyron equation can be used for uniformly superheated temperature field bubble 
growth rate. The approximate form of the Classius Clapeyron equation is Eqn. 3.3. Forster and 
Zuber [1954] predicted bubble growth rate theoretically, which was similar to results provided 
by Plesset and Zwick [1954, 1955], using the boundary layer energy Eqn. 3.4 in spherical 
coordinates to solve Eqns. 3.2 and 3.3. Their model gave congruent results with data of 
Dergarabedian [1953]. 
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           (3.4) 
 
3.1.2 Effect of sub-cooling 
 
Zuber [1960] did detailed investigations on the effect of non uniform temperature field and 
modified the bubble growth rate, by introducing the effect of sub-cooling and wall temperature. 
The last term on right hand side of equation 3.5 can be implicitly related to difference between 
saturation and bulk temperatures. 
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Fig.3.1 Comparison of Zuber [1954] bubble growth with data from Fritz & Ende [1954]. 
 
In order to phenomenologically model subcooled boiling, the effects of liquid inertia and of 
buoyant force are important in that they tend to deform and pull the bubble away from the 
heating surface after the bubble has reached its maximum radius (Fig. 3.2). Zuber’s model 
predicts maximum radius for the bubble before it leaves the heating surface which can be 
evaluated as mR  given by
( )w s l
m
v fg
T T Cb k TR
h q

 
  
  
 
. It was experimentally observed that, 
unless the base of the bubble was moved away from the surface, the bubble would approach a 
maximum size and remain stagnant, i.e. stationary. For such a stationary bubble the rate of 
evaporation at the bubble base was equal to the rate of condensation at the bubble top. Because 
of the bubble movement into cooler liquid the temperature gradients at the interface are increased 
causing faster condensation, i.e. collapse rate. 
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Fig.3.2 Comparison of Ellison’s data with Zuber’s non-uniform temperature field model 
 
But due to sub-cooling it was difficult to quantify variation in the growth dynamics with size of 
the bubble as evaporation rate decreases and condensation rate increases. Griffith [1965] treated 
the sub-cooling problem of growth dynamics with division into two spatial regimes separated by 
thermal boundary layer. In the growth model proposed by Griffith [1965], contact angle of the 
bubble with surface is also a parameter, which was measured and found to be different for  
 
Fig. 3.3 Griffith’s phenomenological model for bubble growth under sub-cooled boiling 
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various bubbles on the same surface. Therefore, it resulted in different results for the growth 
dynamics for same wall and bulk temperature conditions (Fig. 3.4).This causes a non-unique 
model for single bubble dynamics growth. Moreover in order to obtain complete dynamics of 
bubble evolution, it is required to consider waiting time as well, especially in case of sub-cooled 
boiling. Mikic et al. [1970] modeled the problem into two parts governed by 1-d heat conduction, 
the first part being waiting time for the liquid to obtain heat to reach the saturation temperature 
and the remaining process of heat exchange to vapor interface during bubble growth, obtaining 
the following relations  
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where, wt is waiting time, 
 w s pl l
v lv
T T c
Ja
h



  is Jacob Number, and cr is radius of bubble 
covering the cavity of the same size, which is applicable when heat transfer controls the process 
of bubble growth. In the case of inertia controlled growth, during early phase of bubble growth, 
it was postulated by Cooper [1969] on the basis of the Messler [1962] micro-layer hypothesis 
that micro-layer evaporation should be incorporated in the bubble growth. This concept of micro-
layer as discussed in Chapter-1 was used to explain spot like deposits by Asakura [1978]. Later 
Son [1999] divided the problem into micro-layer and macro-layer regions to predict growth 
dynamics but the existence of micro-layer has not been confirmed for higher pressure systems. 
Due to unavailability of data for bubble contact diameter with heated wall, less is known about 
these dynamics. Moreover, it is difficult to distinguish contact line in higher bubble generation 
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rates, therefore any comments on micro-layer and macro-layer would not be evidential. 
However, Son’s [1999] higher order model predicts variable contact diameter and the growth 
dynamics up to departure from heated wall, which fits reasonably well with experimental data. 
Though, even with such a complicated approach, it is hard to predict or validate bubble contact 
diameter. Similar to Griffith’s approach, the thermal boundary layer can also be used as a growth 
parameter. But instead of solving for temperature in inside and outside thermal boundary 
domain, it can be directly linked with Zuber’s model to result into bubble growth equations 3.8 
and 3.9. In this approach it is postulated that initial bubble growth is controlled by wall superheat 
until it reaches the thermal boundary layer. Later part of the growth dynamics is dependent on 
both subcoolingT  and WT . 
 
Fig.3.4 Griffith [1965] compared model with experimental data of bubble growth. 
Different bubbles correspond to different contact angle. 
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Another advantage of this approach is it can be easily coupled to the departure 
mechanism in the form of a coupled ODE system as will be discussed in next section. 
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 Validity of this model is done with the help of available existing experimental data 
reported by Griffith [1965] for water and Bonjour [2008] for pentane. But more experimental 
results conducted as a part of this work will be discussed along with departure kinetics in next 
section.  
 
Fig. 3.5 Bubble growth dynamics for water in quiescent pool with subcooled boiling at 
10°C wall superheat. (Bubble-3 in Fig. 3.4) 
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Fig.3.6 Bubble growth dynamics for pentane in quiescent pool with sub-cooled boiling  
 
3.2 Bubble departure diameter 
 
The departure phenomenon for isolated bubbles can be explained with hypothesis of competing 
forces i.e. capillary and buoyant forces. The system of large cavities might be non-existent in 
normal conditions, it still can be useful in predicting departure diameters and frequency of 
isolated bubbles for low Jakob number and high sub-cooling scenarios. The bubble departure 
diameter and lift off diameter for remain the same pool boiling. Cole and Shulman [1966] gave 
the first empirical relationship for bubble departure diameter. Basic formulation for the departure 
mechanism can be represented in the form of force balance on bubble in the vertical direction as 
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Force due to Buoyancy, gVF bvlb )(   ;  
Force due to surface tension, 2sz cF R Sin    and 
 Force due to contact pressure, 2 2cp cF R R

  , 
Bubble Growth force ))(
2
3( 2'''2 RRRRF lduz    
Lift force LF , created by the wake of preceding departed bubble 
 
As postulated initially by van Stralen [1975], force due to contact pressure is very small on the 
basis of 1/ RRc at the point of departure, ;and Zeng [1993] showed the magnitude of the Lift 
force LF , created by the wake of preceding departed bubble , is negligible. They also assumed in 
this work that a micro-layer beneath the bubble is possible only if the bubble contact diameter is 
very small, therefore forces due to surface tension were assumed negligible. Bubble growth force 
))(
2
3( 2'''2 RRRRF lduz    was modified by Zeng [1993] by a constant multiplication factor 
with 2' )(
2
3 RC , to incorporate wall effects. With nKtR  , they predicted that departure diameter 
could be evaluated as  
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23 32 [ ( 1)]
4 2
n nnKd Cn n n
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 
   
 
                         (3.11) 
This departure model can be obtained by substituting all the forces mentioned above into Eqn. 
3.10 and the right hand side of Eqn. 3.8 is at least zero at departure. However, the bubble growth 
model used to obtain departure kinetics did not include sub-cooling.  If bubble growth rate as 
postulated in equations 3.8 and 3.9 is used, then wall temperature dependence and sub-cooling 
on the growth rate will have some effect, which can be incorporated into the force balance 
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model. Although equation 3.11 predictions were close to experimental data,  this was based on 
the hypothesis that contact area between bubble and surface is small as compared to bubble 
radius, which might not be generally true as no experimental evidence or theoretical model gives 
a particular description of contact diameter. Son [1999] also developed a model for the departure 
mechanism which demonstrates that at high Jakob number (with atmospheric systems), finite 
size 10 µm cavity does not influence departure mechanism. But surface material chosen in their 
experiments was silicon wafer which is hydrophobic in nature. 
 
Fig. 3.7 Bubble departure diameter for atmospheric pressure conditions (Zeng [1993]) 
  
Particularly for the case of low Jakob number, which is essentially true of low density ratio and 
high pressure systems, bubble departure diameters do not match well with Zeng’s [1993] model. 
This may be because of non-existence of micro-layer evaporation in high pressure environments. 
Wen [2008] showed that the surface tension (capillary) force component in the vertical direction 
is comparable to other forces in case of low Jakob number scenarios. In this type of system, the 
growth rate term alone is negligible as compared to buoyancy, which does not explain the 
departure kinetics. But there is not enough bubble departure diameter data for high pressure 
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environments available in the literature to make a generalized phenomenological model. Even 
for the available bubble departure data for various Jakob numbers, corresponding contact 
diameter evolution is not known and difficult to measure. The only experimental evidence that 
can be obtained about the contact diameter is suspended particulate deposit around the contact 
line after a series of bubble life cycles (Fig. 3.8).  Details about the deposition experiments 
conducted will be discussed in later chapters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
     a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b)          c) 
Fig.3.8   a) Test surface subjected to dilute nanofluid boiling conditions with measured 
wall superheat ~ 2 °C. Nanoparticles deposit beneath b) Larger departing bubbles; c) 
Smaller departing bubbles. These deposits were obtained in atmospheric pressure pool 
boiling environment.  
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b) 
c) 
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Analysis of some of the bubble departure diameter and contact diameter on the basis of deposit 
imprint gives information to roughly estimate different forces mentioned earlier at the instant of 
bubble departure. Some of the magnitudes are listed in the table below. 
    Table 3.1 Estimated Forces in Newtons 
Environment\Force Buoyancy 
(N) 
Capillary Force 
(N) 
Growth Rate 
(Zeng [1993])(N) 
Bubble 
Diameter 
(mm) 
4 / 10WT C Ja  
  6.6 X 10
-5 4.33 X 10-5 5.1 X 10-7 2.3 
     
10 / 31WT C Ja  

 
Griffith[1965] 
1.6 X 10-4 Data not available 3.8 X 10-5 3.2 
     
4 / 10WT C Ja  

 
Cavity Radius ~ 
250µm 
9.75 X 10-5 9.4 X 10-5 5.1 X 10-7 2.67 
 
 But in all the multiple bubble set ups as shown in Fig. 3.8 a), the contact diameter would 
continuously change with time and does not remain constant. Moreover, there is no other 
evidence of bubble contact diameter other than particulate deposit after several bubble cycles. 
Whereas artificially inducing controlled contact diameters can only be achieved with the help of 
cavities which act as artificial nucleation sites. Experimental observations made using fixed large 
cavities on a heating surface (See Appendix -1 for fabrication details), showed some oscillations 
before departure with cavity radii of 150 and 250 µm. Moreover departure diameter is constant 
for various wall superheat and sub-cooling regimes. This is because of domination of capillary 
force over growth force. The magnitude of buoyancy force for a 2.2 mm dia. bubble is 10-9 N 
and the surface tension imbalance near the cavity (neck) is also 10-9 N. Ignoring all other forces 
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but buoyancy, contact pressure and capillary forces in force balance of equation 3.10, dynamic 
model for the motion of bubble’s center of gravity can be given by Eqn. 3.12 . It was also 
observed that contact diameter for the bubble was equal to cavity radius throughout the 
experiment.  Similarly with pool boiling from artificial nucleation sites, Seidel [2008] observed 
that bubble departure diameter is independent of heat transfer rate.     
                                 
               ' 2 2( ) ( ) 2v b l v b lv c c
d V Z V g R Sin R
dt R

                                   (3.12) 
  
   Fig. 3.9   Different states in bubble dynamics 
 
Substituting 3
3
4 RVb  (assuming spherically shaped bubble), in the equation becomes  
2 ' 3 ' 3 23 23 ( ) ( )
2l v c c
dR dR Z R Z R g R Sin R
dt dt R

                                (3.13)         
Where , 
Z
RZSin
22 
  for RZ  . Duhar and Colin [2006] also stated with consistent 
observations that at departure 1.5Z
R
 . This formulation can help in evaluating not only bubble 
departure diameter but also residence time, which is essential for the cyclic process. Although in 
case of fixed size of the contact diameter it can be evaluated that after various oscillatory cycles 
the center of mass position grows continuously (Fig. 3.15), which can also be termed as 
condition of departure. This analysis fits reasonably well with the air injector system model 
 
Z Z R 
R 
2Rc 2Rc 
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developed by Duhar[2006]. But prior information of the bubble injection rate is not related 
directed to air mass flow rate; rather it is related to wall superheat indirectly. However, for large 
cavities the bubble growth term, which relates wall temperature with bubble departure diameter, 
does not contribute much to the forces involved. Time history of bubble growth, departure and 
other dynamics has been observed with the help of high speed visualization CCD camera. The 
recorded images have been quantified reasonably with Matlab image analysis toolbox, however 
due to representation of pixels as bubble interface, this can account for an error of +/- 2 %. It is 
dependent upon representation of pixel data with real size(see Appendix-D). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 3.10 Bubble growth dynamics; (Top to bottom, 0 ms-5 ms-85ms-180ms-205ms) 
Wall Temperature = 104 ° C;Cavity radius = 160 µm; diameter at departure ~ 2.3 mm 
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 Fig.3.10 (Cont.) 
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Fig.3.11 Bubble growth and departure data after image analysis 
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          Fig. 3.12 Validation of bubble departure (from cavities) model  
 
3.2.1 Bubble oscillations before departure 
 
 For large cavities and contact areas, capillary force acting on bubble will be large and as bubble 
grows in time due to evaporation its volume, and its volume and as a result buoyancy increases, 
this causes bubble to move upward but capillary force is restored by the increasing vertical 
component. In this way the bubble keeps on growing and oscillating which eventually leads to 
bubble departure. Such oscillatory behavior before departure is however expected only from 
bubbles originating from large cavities, such as large contact area bubbles in cases of high sub-
cooling and air injecting nozzles. Experimental studies conducted by Prosperetti [1993], using 
an air injection system into a tank of water showed substantial magnitude of the surface tension 
force, if the nozzle diameter is large. As a result a bubble sitting on the nozzle starts oscillating 
due to competing forces of bubble growth, buoyancy and surface tension. In the process of 
making the same contact area type of bubble in water pool boiling system, it was observed that 
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bubbles grow under the boiling environment, and after reaching certain size start oscillating on 
the artificial site (Fig. 3.13) and then eventually depart. It is hypothesized that after attaining 
certain size buoyancy becomes comparable with the capillary force which is already large due to 
large cavity perimeter. As shown in the figure, initially due to smaller angle with the horizontal 
capillary force in vertical downward direction is smaller and buoyancy dominates to make center 
of mass of bubble go upward, due to this action downward capillary force gets restored as the 
angle increases.  In order to validate this explanation, sub-cooling and wall super heat very 
manipulated and bubble kept on oscillating while residing on the cavity for a very long time. 
This study eliminates the earlier reasoning of Seidel [2008] that disturbances caused by 
previously departing bubble, instigated the oscillations.  
      
                                   (a)                                      (b) 
 
 
      
       (c )       (d) 
 
 Fig. 3.13  Demonstration of Bubble Dynamics(wall superheat 4°C and cavity radius ~ 
250 µm) from extreme position (a) to new extreme position (c)in 4 ms and back to 
original in 8.0 ms(d) 
0.5 mm 
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As an example, comparing the two images shown (Fig. 3.14) for area and center of mass, it is 
evident from the pixel area that the net effect of sub-cooling and evaporation evens out, therefore 
mechanical force balance dominates to create vertical oscillatory motion.  
                              
         Fig.3.14 Z = 0.15 mm in t=4 ms, center of mass displacement during oscillations 
 
 
Fig. 3.15 Oscillation and departure dynamics as evaluated from the model; Wall 
superheat ~10 °C 
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Fig. 3.16 Oscillation and departure dynamics as evaluated from the model for forces on 
the bubble; Wall superheat ~8 °C 
 
 
3.2.2   Bubble departure time 
 
Based upon the model and experiments with water for two different size cavities, bubble 
departure time can be compared. Here, it is important to mention that although departure 
diameter for bubbles is governed by the cavity size, the growth rate is still dependent upon the 
wall temperature and sub-cooling conditions. In order to validate this model for departure Fig. 
3.17 is shown, which compares experimentally measured values of departure time and data 
reported by Seidel [2008] with the model predictions. 
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Fig. 3.17 Departure times; experiments and modelling comparison 
 
 
3.3 Bubble frequency from a heated surface in pool boiling 
 
If there is an independent bubble growing and leaving the surface, then bubble generation 
frequency can be evaluated by, 
   2 ( )
1
w R t dt tf 
               (3.14) 
 Waiting time calculation is basically dependent upon transient heat conduction and varies for 
different cavity size. As evaluated by Griffith [1965] and Mikic [1969], the formulation for 
waiting time given by Eqn. 3.7 gives reasonable results. Departure time formulation has been 
already discussed and validated for some scenarios. 
 
3.4 Number of active nucleation sites on heated surface 
 
If there can be a relation between thermo-hydro dynamic variables and number of active 
nucleation sites, then it can be simply quantified as overall bubble generation performance of a 
small region of surface. Combining Young-Laplace and Classius-Clapeyron equations, Griffith 
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[1960] discussed that for a site to be active its minimum radius has to be larger than the critical 
radius 
                               *
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             (3.15) 
From Eqn. 3.15, if liquid superheat is 10ºC (atmospheric pressure), then the critical radius is 3 
microns and Fig. 3.2 shows average roughness on a polished surface. This experimental 
observation defines geometric properties of surface as, cavity mouth radius, depth, and cone 
angle. Subcooling also affects the number of nucleation sites as higher subcooling will try to 
suppress the nucleation. 
               
 Fig. 3.18 Test piece roughness measured with profilometer (Roughness (nm) vs. distance 
traversed by profilometer needle (µm))  
 
If it were dependent only on the critical cavity mouth radius, then according to the roughness 
profile shown in Fig. 3.18, it would require much less superheat. But it is also dependent on 
depth, i.e. in other words angle of the cavity. It has also been stated that nucleation is dependent 
upon , contact angle, and it also was supported by the data of Lorenz [1974]. Mikic [1969] 
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proposed that the number of active nucleation sites exceeding the minimum radius obeys a 
power-law, 
  *
m
s
c
Rn
r
   
 
                   (3.16) 
Substituting, *r  the relation between number of nucleation sites and liquid superheat can be 
obtained as (Carey[1992]) 
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But due to interaction between nucleation sites, this cannot be discretely stated that each 
nucleation site will show similar behavior. The relation given by Eqn.3.17 varies with system 
and surface as shown by Lorenz [1974]. There has been no well-established general relation for 
the nucleation site densities in the literature. Rosenhow [2004] explained that it is very difficult 
to predict number of nucleation sites because of variational wettability of surfaces with the 
fluids. It can also be due to the inability to explain the existence and non-existence of gas filled 
cavities on that smaller scale where roughness is of the order of magnitude of 1 µm. 
 
 
Fig. 3.19 Forces and interfacial tension coupled with shape of cavity determines the 
existence of gas filled cavities which can act as active nucleation site (Tuteja [2008]) 
 
 Qi [2004] found that even statistical studies are not useful for predicting nucleation site density. 
As no theoretical agreement exists for general nucleation site density, only experimental data can 
be relied on for formulation of this part. In their work it was demonstrated that even if the 
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distribution function for size and shape of natural cavities existing on a surface is known, it is not 
helpful enough to evaluate the distribution of total number of active nucleation sites.  
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Fig. 3.20   Number density of nucleation sites data taken from Lorenz [1974] 
 
 
3.5 Multiple bubble dynamics 
 
Dynamics including growth, departure, waiting time, size and frequency discussed in earlier 
sections of this chapter are based upon the assumption that active bubbles existing on the surface 
do not affect each other. But for realistic modeling purposes, i.e. systems involving natural 
surfaces, it is difficult to predict whether bubbles are completely isolated or not. Therefore, in 
real situations or natural surfaces it is difficult to predict the non-linear interactive behavior 
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between adjacent bubbles. These interactions can be through the transient response to the heated 
wall temperature or even through evaporating fluid between two adjacent bubbles.  
 
3.5.1 Frequency and nucleation sites 
 
Prediction of overall frequency and number of nucleation sites can be done only if the interaction 
phenomena can be established on the basis of cross-correlation function. In order to establish 
relationship between interacting nucleation sites, Son [2002] and Shoji [2005]  worked with two 
active nucleation sites. These studies revealed that most of these relations are chaotic in nature 
and there can be several ways two active nucleating sites interact with each other. Similarly, 
some experiments were performed during this study, in which three artificial cavities of uniform 
size were created and placed at uniform distances apart. 
 
 
 Fig. 3.21 Arrangement of triple cavity set of uniform size (~160 µm) 
 
The experimental evidence reveals that even in controlled scenarios, there is no unique way of 
activating the nucleation process. It is observed that for same wall superheat and sub-cooling 
conditions, all three sites can produce bubbles with lower frequency or one site can produce 
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bubbles with higher frequency. It is easier with one large cavity to suppress other neighboring 
nucleation sites, whereas multiple number of smaller cavities are equally probable to be an active 
nucleation site. As this is a probabilistic process with distinguishably finite sized multiple 
cavities, this would also be true for natural surfaces having large numbers of equally probable 
nucleation sites. Therefore, for further investigation in quantifying relation between wall 
temperature, bulk temperature with number of nucleation sites and frequency, experiments are 
performed and data is reported. With high frequency bubble motion and multiple sites on the 
surface, it is difficult to visualize all the bubbles for all the required information simultaneously 
with high accuracy. Observations reveal that presence of colloidal particles in dilute 
concentration (operating range) and deposition of particles on the heating surface does not have 
any impact over the overall measurable boiling dynamics observables. Therefore for a constant 
pressure system only variations in parameter space which can impact boiling dynamics are bulk  
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Fig. 3.22 Jakob number variation with wall superheat and pressure for water. Pressure in 
PWR is 15.5 MPa.  
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temperature and wall temperature. These are continuously monitored and for each set of 
experiments both are kept constant. In non-dimensional form they can be represented as Jakob 
number (  w s pl l
v lv
T T c
Ja
h



 ) and sub-cooling number (
 s pl l
sub
v lv
T T c
N
h


 ). 
 It can be deduced easily from Fig. 3.22 that in order to simulate PWR type systems, very 
high pressures with low superheat are still required. In other words atmospheric pressure 
conditions do not represent bubble dynamics in sub-cooled boiling PWRs. However, with the 
bubble dynamics information and later on deposition experimental data, correlations can be 
established. The experimental details and set-up are detailed in Appendix-A. It is ensured before 
doing actual visual recording   that   dynamics has reached at stationary state, where it can be 
said that ensemble values do not deviate a lot and no air bubble or stationary bubble is present in 
the system. Various subsets of visual recordings are done for each set of experiments listed in 
Table 3.2 bubbles per second evaluated for these measurements does not involve number of 
nucleation sites. Similar measurements for various Jakob numbers are shown in Figure 3.16. The 
error bar indicates standard deviation from the mean value. 
Table 3.2 <Wall Temperature> = 104°C; Bulk Temperature = 94°C 
No. of 
Frames 
No. of 
Bubbles 
Frames/second No. of  
Active 
sites# 
Bubbles/sec 
7333 374 2000 3 102 
6993 334 2000 2 95.2 
8127 418 2000 3 102.86 
3976 181 2000 2 91.04 
2280 114 2000 3 100 
 
# - Instantaneous active number of sites 
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Fig. 3.23 Variation of multiple Bubble frequency (Nsub=16.85) 
 
 When particulate concentration is changed from 5 ppm to 20 ppm in the bulk pool 
subjected to boiling, it is observed that deposit mass increases. However for the Jakob number 
(Ja=11.2) it was observed that this deposited mass does not have much impact on the bubble 
generation frequency. In order to examine the role of deposition, a temporal study on bubble 
frequency performed is presented in Figure 3.24. This indifferent behavior to deposition can be 
due to no change in the roughness scales before, during and after the deposition. The major 
reason for this physical condition is that particle size is very small, but more detailed analysis on 
the roughness change will be discussed later in chapter on deposition experiments. Even though 
for some cases due to deposition, the nucleation site keeps on drifting locally (in the order of sub 
millimeter dimension), it does not have any impact on frequency or diameter. 
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Fig. 3.24 Temporal behavior of the effect of deposition on bubble behavior (Ja =11.2; 
Nsub=16.85)  
 
 Observing the effect of change in sub-cooling number for the same Jakob number, 
led to some substantial conclusions. It is observed that number of simultaneously active 
nucleation sites increase substantially with decrease in sub-cooling. Additionally, experiments 
also confirm with the single bubble dynamics analysis that waiting times increase with sub-
cooling increase, which results in lower frequency. The evidential support on effect on number 
of active nucleation sites will be discussed with deposit scan pictures. Visualization of bubbles 
and making an accurate measurement of the number of bubbles leaving the surface is almost 
impossible at low Jakob numbers. However, at higher Jakob numbers it is found that overall 
frequency decreases from 98 to 54 bubbles/sec if the Nsub is increased from 16.85 to 33.7, at Ja 
=11.2. It is further reduced to 36 bubbles/sec corresponding to Nsub = 42.15. 
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3.5.2 Average bubble departure diameter 
 
In earlier sections on single bubble dynamics, departure diameter was discussed, but it is 
difficult to isolate a bubble on a natural surface for controlled independent growth and departure. 
Therefore, growth and departure diameters are also dependent upon other interacting neighbor 
bubbles. It is very difficult to model simultaneously more than two bubbles, especially if they are 
interacting, so experimental evidence on bubble departure diameter under various environments, 
viz. different Jakob and Sub-cooling numbers are studied. These observations are conducted 
along with the multiple bubble frequencies. The only subtle change in measuring and reporting 
this data is done for individual bubble size. Similar to average multiple bubble frequency which 
can be evaluated as Eqn. 3.19, average bubble departure diameter can be estimated by Eqn. 3.20. 
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       (3.20) 
 
 Rigorous analysis of experimental data obtained at various Jakob and sub-cooling 
numbers reveals that the departure diameter for each site producing bubbles is different. It is 
because the whole surface is not at uniform temperature given by the thermocouple data. 
Although aluminum test surface employed [Appendix-A] has very high thermal conductivity, it 
is due to influence of one bubble on suppressing the effective wall temperature for adjacent 
bubble producing site. Fig. 3.25 obtained from CCD camera reveals the different sizes, and their 
respective frequencies show this behavior. 
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Fig. 3.12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.25 Various bubble departure diameters and their respective frequencies. Ja=11.2; 
Nsub=16.85 
 
2.2 mm  ; f  = 12/s 
1.8 mm  ; f  = 22/s 
 
1.2 mm ; f =6/s 
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But on an average basis data shown in Table 3.3 shows that higher wall superheat, calculated on 
the basis of thermocouple data, produces larger bubbles. Higher sub- cooling does not have much 
impact on bubble size, but lower sub-cooling causes activation of more nucleation sites. 
Therefore, for the same heat flux, low sub-cooling causes large number of smaller size bubbles 
rather than a lower number of larger bubbles. 
    Table 3.3 
Jakob Number 
Sub cooling (16.85) 
Maximum Bubble 
diameter(mm) 
Average bubble departure 
diameter(mm) 
5.6 1.0(30 fps) 0.8 
11.2 2.2(12 fps) 1.8 
22.4 2.64(40fps) 2.1 
 
3.6 Discussion 
 
The experimental results on average diameter can be related to Jakob number qualitatively, but a 
direct quantitative relationship is hard to formulate. With this limited information available for 
multiple bubble frequencies and distributions, it will be inappropriate to develop a quantified 
prediction model for relation between Jakob number and bubble average diameter. Basset et. al 
[2000] reported that the number of deposit spots left obeys a quadratic law with the heat flux. 
But they did not mention anything about the frequency or diameter of the bubbles which is 
essential if any relationship is to be drawn. With this knowledge from experimental data it is 
easier to model the contribution of boiling in transporting particles to the heated surface. 
 
 
Nomenclature 
 
R  Bubble radius(mm) 
  Thermal diffusivity(cm2/s) 
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k  Thermal conductivity(W/m-K) 
lvh  Latent heat of  vaporization(J/gm) 
  Surface tension (N/m) 
sT  Saturation temperature(°C) 
T  Bulk liquid temperature(°C) 
wT  Wall temperature(°C) 
t  Time(sec) 
wt  Waiting time(sec) 
p  Pressure(Pa) 
sP  Saturation Pressure(Pa) 
d  Departure diameter(mm) 
Z  Center of mass position(mm) 
  Contact angle 
g  Gravity(m/s2) 
l  Density of liquid(kg/m
3) 
v  Density of vapor(kg/m
3) 
w W sT T T    Wall superheat(°C) 
f  Frequency of bubbles(sec-1) 
b  Thermal boundary layer thickness(mm) 
*r  Critical nucleation site radius 
  Angle for the cavity 
cR  Cavity radius 
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Chapter 4 
Particle transport due to bubble dynamics 
 
4.1 Qualitative understanding  
 
According to Blanchveskii [1965] bubble surfaces act as catchers for particles because particles 
cannot move faster than the motion of bubble growth. Later ,Shimmin [2006] with the 
evaporation induced crystallization of silica colloids showed that the contribution of evaporation 
velocity is much more significant in concentrating particles as compared to diffusion or 
convection mechanisms in dispersing them back to the bulk fluid. Pauchard [2003] described the 
formation of gelled glassy skin during solvent loss in drying process. Similarly, the deposition of 
colloidal particles around bubbles can be explained by comparing time scales of bubble growth 
in evaporation and colloidal escape time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.1 Test surface with nucleation site before start of the deposition experiments 
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But the experimental evidence of the formation of rings suggested that there is some role of the 
contact line for this selective deposition near the contact line.  Single bubble experiments with 
artificial nucleation sites obtain deposits of nano-particles around the periphery of nucleation site 
(Fig.4.1 and Fig.4.2), i.e. around the triple phase contact line. 
        
       
  
Fig.4.2 Deposit of Iron-Oxide nano-particle aggregates around artificial nucleation site 
(SEM) 
 
It was also confirmed with EDS data that there is no trace of Iron inside the cavity which 
consolidates the selective deposition around contact line. This deposition is similar to ring 
shaped deposits of insoluble salts first reported by Partridge [1931]. With the evidence from 
deposition experiments on natural surfaces, it can be said that deposition always occurs starting 
from contact line. But the width of deposit from the contact line is a function of process 
parameters such as degree of superheat and sub-cooling, which will be discussed later. 
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4.2 Deposits in form of aggregates 
 
Basset [2000] claimed that near atmospheric pressure under isothermal conditions, 
with non-boiling conditions and sub-cooled boiling conditions, colloidal magnetite deposits on 
Alloy-800 tubing are made up of mostly non-agglomerated particles that resemble the source 
material. But the experimental evidence provided to support this hypothesis was rather weak, as 
shown by Fig. 4.3, where the scale shows that magnification level is much lower as compared to 
the size of 400 nm particles used. Therefore, it cannot be said clearly whether particles retain 
their individual status while depositing or agglomerate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 4.3 Deposit observed after cycles of bubble departure (Basset [2000]) 
 
The results obtained in current work (Figs. 4.4 to 4.8) demonstrate that high magnification 
scanning electron microscope enables evaluation of the validity of Basset’s [2000] presumption. 
It is clear that deposits are found in the form of large agglomerates no matter where the contact 
line is located. But in case of small width rings around the contact line, agglomerates look more 
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dispersed (Fig. 4.8).
 
Fig. 4.4 Deposits obtained on natural surface under sub-cooled boiling (no cavity) ; Fig. 4.5 SEM 
   
Fig.4.6 Detailed view shows that deposited particles are in the form of agglomerates  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.7 Detailed view away from the center indicating more dense porous layers 
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Fig.4.8 Detailed view of Fig. 4.2, indicating agglomerates of the particles 
 
4.3 Evaporation and agglomeration 
 
Boiling experiments in an infinite medium of dilute colloids were conducted to compare the 
evaporation rate and colloidal diffusion with escape rate. Bubble frequency was examined by 
high speed CCD camera. Due to the limitation of in-situ observational techniques for the 
behavior of colloidal particles, indirect comparison of the dynamical processes is made. Shimmin 
[2006] designated Peclet number for the silica colloids based upon the unidirectional motion of 
evaporating planar interface.  But the system involving multiple bubbles evaporating from 
heterogeneous sites cannot be described in the form of unidirectional velocity. Observations 
indicate that product of active nucleation sites and frequency is close to 400 sec -1.However, 
individual bubble growth and departure time is ~ 10 ms, measured experimentally. Diffusion 
time constant for dilute spherical metallic colloids, generally present as particulate in process 
piping, range from 0.0025-2.5 sec in water for a size range 0.1-1.0 µm. Colloidal behavioral 
characteristics during the growth of bubbles can be computed with escape time constant at 
collision, which is dependent on effective Hamaker constant. For minimum effective Hamaker 
constant  of Hematite ~-2.5 kT and diffusion time constant 0 ~0.0025 sec, escape time constant 
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is computed as Kramer’s rule, 0 exp[ / ]A kT   magnitude is ~ 0.03 sec. This clearly indicates 
that evaporation will cause particles to come together and they cannot escape at a fast enough 
rate which would lead them to form agglomerates. But at extreme pH values, such as 4.0 and 
10.0, electrostatic potential makes the escape time constant even smaller as the effective 
potential will be repulsive. It is difficult to have a direct validation of this hypothesis because of 
the nanometer size range and very high frequency dynamics. This phenomenon will be more 
prominent in micro-layers. The present facilities such as DLS and other imaging resources are 
not capable of visualizing nanoparticle behavior inside the micro-layer region. 
 
4.4 Contact line deposit: Analogous to evaporating colloidal droplet 
 
Deposition profile on the surface takes different forms, i.e. from ring to disk shapes for various 
bubble dynamics affected by boiling. This is similar to deposition behavior for evaporating 
droplets of colloids, coffee etc. investigated and modeled first by Deegan [1997]. They 
demonstrated with qualitative observations that during evaporation of droplets, rings form for a 
wide variety of substrates, dispersed materials (solutes), and carrier liquids (solvents), as long as 
(1) the solvent and the surface have a non-zero contact angle (no perfect wetting), (2) contact 
line remains stationary and pinned to its initial position relative to substrate, and (3) the solvent 
evaporates leaving the non-volatile solute. It was proposed that, this phenomenon is due to a 
geometrical constraint: the free surface, constrained by a pinned contact line, squeezes the fluid 
outwards to compensate for evaporative losses. During the colloidal droplet evaporation process, 
the contact line does not recede as in the case of a pure droplet evaporating on 
a substrate. On the contrary, the contact line remains pinned for a substantial portion of the 
drying time. This self-pinning is due to the colloidal particles forming a wedge between the 
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surface and the contact line. Due to continuous higher evaporation from central regions of the 
droplet , osmotic pressure driven outward flow convects particles to contact line where they 
aggregate to form rings (Fig. 4.9) 
 
 
Fig.4.9 Ring deposits of a) Coffee b) Colloidal agglomerates c)Salt. Scale = 1 cm. 
 
  It is to be noted that in case of high degree of sub-cooling (with less wall superheat (Fig. 
4.10 a)) or the artificial cavity case discussed in the first section, the contact line remains pinned 
for most of the time. Although, the pinning of contact line in case of evaporating colloidal 
droplet and pinning of contact line in these evaporating bubbles are due to different reasons. The 
phenomenon of liquid-solid-gas triple phase contact is just opposite to the droplet with pinned 
contact line discussed above. Therefore, the proposed mechanism of higher continuous 
evaporation near the base, along with the drifting of colloids towards the base of the bubble gives 
a more reasonable hypothesis. However, deposition under boiling is a bit more complicated and 
non-universal as compared to the coffee ring problem, which was treated quantitatively by 
Deegan [2000] and others. It is difficult to quantify deposit mass in case of various bubbles 
evolving at the same or different locations directly with the help of a single geometric parameter, 
e.g. radius of the bubble.  
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Fig. 4.10 a) Ring shaped deposit under lower wall superheat conditions (peripheral 
bubble deposit). b) Thick deposit leaving only a small clear spot at the center. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.11 a) Colloids getting accumulated near the base of droplet b) Colloids getting 
accumulated at base of bubble. 
  
It is difficult to hypothesize the formation of the thick ring with constant contact line Fig.4.10 b) 
due to vagueness in the temporal evolution of the contact diameter for various wall superheats. 
But it can be firmly said that at moderate to high wall superheats that a micro-layer forms and the 
thickness of microlayer is very small along the bubble radius. Due to small thickness particles 
motion towards all the way up to the contact line is restricted and therefore particles deposit all 
along the microlayer region (See Fig. 4.12). 
Solid 
Liquid 
Vapor 
Solid 
Vapor 
Liquid 
1 mm 
1 mm 
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Fig. 4.12 Mechanism of particle transport into thin microlayer 
There is no established fundamental theory even for approximately estimating micro-layer 
thickness and contact diameter. Therefore, mechanistic modeling based upon the overall 
evaporation rate is used with the help of experimental data on nucleation frequency and bubble 
departure radius, to determine the deposition rate and deposited mass. Although, as shown 
earlier, individual bubble growth rate is important to compare the evaporation process over 
colloidal escape. This is an unimportant physical parameter for predicting the overall deposited 
mass because the frequency of the bubbles determines the slowest step in this process. 
 
4.5 Quantification of particulate transport 
 
4.5.1 Basic mechanistic modeling 
 
If there are suspended or colloidal particulate, or even non-volatile dissolved particulates, during 
the process of bubble growth, these particulates do not evaporate as their solvent does. Due to 
limited experimental observations available on contact diameter evolution, development of 
Evaporating microlayer into the 
bubble Osmotic Pressure 
causing particles to 
flow into microlayer 
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thickness of micro-layer for various types of boiling conditions, it is not possible to have a 
unique model for the individual bubble. In other words each bubble when it forms due to 
evaporation contributes to the increase in concentration of the particulates, which in quantitative 
terms can be expressed as, 
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During the growth phase of each bubble )(tVb can be expressed as 
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This increase in the concentration would not be helpful to explain deposition, if total volume of 
the bulk liquid is considered. Therefore, the concentration increase relation (4.1) will stand valid 
only for length scales comparable to bubble size. In order to formulate a model for multiple 
nucleation sites, Equation (4.2) can be formulated as 
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              (4.2) 
Still length scales will remain equivalent to bubble size as given in the single bubble case. In this 
case, 3
4 [ ]
3 2b c
dV n ft  volume evaporated in time t . In the case of sub-cooled dilute colloidal 
system, sub-cooled liquid replenishes the evaporating bubbles at steady state therefore, 
v
l b
l
V V

  can be replaced with lV and except for the local region 0C in the source term remains 
constant. The liquid volume can be estimated using boundary layer thickness, b  and heated 
area. 
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4.5.2 Overall model of colloidal transport 
 
A general convection-diffusion model for colloidal particles is given as    
   SV
kT
CDCDvC
t
C
t 
 )).(().(       (4.3) 
where, the source term, S can be provided by increase in concentration due to boiling as 
described before and can be substituted by Eqn. 4.2. As the pool of liquid is considered to be in a 
quiescent condition, the convection term can be assumed zero, due to bubble motion. Although 
near the wall fluctuations due to bubble motion need to be accounted for the particle convection, 
which will be detailed later. For the current investigation the region can be divided into sections 
as described by Figure 4.13. There is no source in the bulk region, and the interface between bulk 
and boiling regions has convection due to bubble movements and fluctuations. Surface flux and 
rate of deposition relation are discussed in Chapter-2, which takes into consideration, rate of 
attachment of particles onto the surface. But modeling the heat surface boundary as a sink wall 
with the attachment condition would not be close enough to the real scenario. This is due to the 
assumption that the whole boiling region described in the figure is subjected to an evaporating 
source term. Instead evaporation is more prominent only just close to wall. Therefore, in the 
current solution of particle transport, it is better to assume the unreflected boundary at the wall. 
Thus, obtained temporal concentrations of particles will be subjected to attachment kinetics 
discussed earlier. Time integration attachment kinetics of transported particulates will be 
discussed in the next chapter. The potential gradient term is necessarily not important except for 
regions very close to the boundary. This is due to assumption that there is no variation of pH or 
ionic species which change the interaction potential in spatial coordinates. Non-dimensional 1-D 
form of the equation in terms of ratio of concentration to constant bulk concentration; 
0
C
C
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dimensionless time; 02
b
tD


 , dimensionless spatial variable in terms of boundary layer thickness;
b
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  , can be formulated as Eqn. 4.4. 
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Surface boundary condition of non-re-entrant flux in non-dimensional form would result 
as  0





 with bulk condition of 1  .The interface condition between boiling region and bulk 
is modeled in next sub-section. 
 
   Fig. 4.13 Transport Model compartmentalization  
 
4.5.3 Interfacial transport due to micro-convection through bubbles  
 
Tien [1962] drew an analogy between a rising bubble column and inverted stagnant flow. On the 
basis of this, it was postulated that the heat transfer coefficient associated with active nucleation 
sites is dependent upon nucleation site density. Although the experimental results seem to be in 
Bulk 
Boiling Region 
Surface 
Interface 
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direct correlation with the experimental model, the missing link in the model was incorporation 
of bubble frequency. It is important to model this behavior as it was observed by both Basset 
[1998] and Bindra[2008], during high heat flux in sub-cooled pool boiling, in which there are 
more flow fluctuations due to bubble motion and  which resulted in lower deposition amounts. 
Zuber [1963] proposed a model of micro-convective heat transfer, an effect during nucleate 
boiling based on analogy between nucleate boiling and single-phase turbulent natural convection. 
Similar to this, a model mass flux at the interface due to micro-convection from bubbles is 
proposed here in this work as 
     
1/33
2int
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0
( ) 1
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c
l l T
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   
   (4.5) 
This particle mass flux relation at interface intJ  can be related to micro-convection by bubbles 
analogous to the convective heat transfer relation given by Zuber [1963]. Here the constant b  
evaluated from Zuber’s data is equal to 0.34. 
 
4.5.4 Soret effect 
 
Thermodiffusion is the phenomenon causing movement of species or colloids or larger 
suspensions in non-uniform temperature field. Due to significant variation in the temperature of 
aqueous medium considered here, it is essential to analyze the contribution of Soret effect in 
transportation of particles towards the heating surface or towards the bulk fluid. However, the 
experimental results of deposits showing negligible amount on non-nucleation site regions show 
that the effect of thermo-diffusive flux towards the wall is not possible.  Despite various efforts, 
there is a lack of understanding in the physical processes involved during this transportation. The 
most general form of thermo-diffusive flux is 
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 Morozov [2002] shows the modelling approach to evaluate TS , sorret coefficient for ionic 
and surfactant based colloids. They showed that colloids can have either negative or positive 
value of sorret coefficient, negative value indicates that colloid has tendency to diffuse into hot 
region whereas positive value means that colloid has tendency to diffuse into cold region. In case 
of hematite-water system, measurements reported by Wurger [2006] show that sorret coefficient 
is negative. This indicates thermodiffusion will tend to transport particles to the wall. Therefore, 
using the evidence from the experimental results on deposition under nucleate boiling in which 
nucleation site specific deposition is much higher as compared to the other regions of heated 
surface, it will be safe to neglect the thermo-diffusive flux.   
   
4.5.5 Gradient diffusion 
 
The diffusion-convection model of particles will be based upon their original diameter although 
it is conceptualized earlier that agglomerate formation is necessary. This is due to complexity in 
making a phenomenological model based on various agglomerate sizes and shapes, and it will 
introduce altogether a different parametric dimension. Diffusion of Colloids is related to osmotic 
pressure as, 1
6 Th
D
r C
    
, and for dilute suspensions with CkT . But in the present 
scenario due to concentration of particles near the bubble base it cannot be stated confidently that 
suspensions near the evaporating boundary will obey this osmotic pressure rule for the ideal 
solutions. Batchelor [1976] proposed a general relation for gradient diffusion given by 
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where, 0 6 h
kTD
r
 ,  the Stoke-Einstein relation for dilute suspensions holds; , volumetric 
fraction of particles in suspension, )(K , the sedimentation factor is empirically given as 
4.5)1(   in Russell [1989]; and 
CkT
Z )( , the compressibility factor is related to volume 
fraction as 3
32
)1(
1



 , given by Starling[1969], which is valid for hard spheres with volume 
fraction less than 0.5. Although these relations for gradient diffusion are provided generally for 
hard spheres, Russell [1989] shows for various cases these can be utilized for metallic colloids. 
But if the particle concentration remains much below 0.01 it is still valid to assume the stokes-
einsteinien relation for diffusion. Therefore it will be computationally convenient to solve the 
derived convection-diffusion into two domains, one where gradient diffusion is absent and other 
where gradient diffusion is present. This is due to very low order of magnitude for the initial 
concentration. 
 
4.6 Results  
 
With the bubble dynamics data obtained and reported in the previous chapter, a source term for 
concentration increase is computed. The model described before is solved numerically with a 
finite difference approximation. Time and grid convergence was confirmed before proceeding to 
the results.  In order to have a rough idea about the influence of boiling on transport kinetics, 
please see Table 4.1 for the details. Other results presented will show in particular the values for 
near wall particle concentration, which is the region of more significant concern. The particle 
concentration is at the wall is the only useful information required to predict the deposition 
kinetics. 
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  Table 4.1 Jakob number and rate of change of concentration due to evaporation 
Ja nf s-1 d mm dC
dt
kg/kg-s 
      5.6 91 0.8 0.077 X 10-3 
11.2 Nsub=16.85 97 1.8 0.9404 X 10
-3 
Nsub=33.7 54 1.8 0.5236 X 10
-3 
     22.4 110 2.1 2.5281 X 10-3 
 
4.6.1 Effect of wall superheat 
It is expected that wall superheat will increase the bubble generation rate as well as the bubble 
departure radius, 4( )d Ja .  This means that evaporation rate is more and the cycles for 
transport of particles to the heated wall increase as well as the number of particles transported in 
each step also increases. Concentration of particles transported to the wall keep on increasing 
and then finally reaches steady state as the concentrated particles are being transported back to 
the bulk fluid with the help of shear mechanisms of bubble. This term of convective mass 
transfer calculated with the help of Zuber’s micro-convection model previously discussed. With 
an initial colloid concentration of 5 ppm it is found that concentration never reaches beyond 13 
ppm for the highest Jakob number scenarios. Therefore, considering gradient diffusion is not 
necessary here. 
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Fig. 4.14 Temporal evolution of particle concentration near heated surface (Sub-cooling Number 
= 16.85; Particle size= 34 nm; Initial Conc. = 5 ppm) 
 
 
4.6.2 Effect of sub-cooling 
 
With a higher degree of sub-cooling that was discussed earlier in Chapter-3 the number of 
nucleation sites and frequency of bubble evolution is reduced. Therefore, it is expected to have 
an impact on particle transport. The results of the model are shown in Fig.  4.15, with the 
constant Jakob number of 11.2. As mentioned earlier it is difficult to obtain bubble dynamics 
data for low sub-cooling conditions, as the number of active bubble sites increases. Nevertheless, 
low sub-cooling deposit data will be discussed in next parts of this work and indirect correlation 
between boiling, evaporation rate and deposition will be made. 
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Fig. 4.15 Higher sub-cooling reduces the particles transported to the wall by reducing 
bubble cycle frequencies (Ja = 11.2; particle size= 34 nm) 
 
4.6.3 Effect of particle size on transport 
In the cases discussed before, aggregation of particles during evaporation is not affected by 
diffusivity of the particles. Therefore, size of the particles will not affect the source term 
accounting for the evaporation induced transportation. But the micro-convection of particles 
back to the bulk fluid  caused by  bubbles is dependent on diffusivity or size of the particles. 
Smaller size particles will be convected at faster rate  compared to larger size particles. This can 
be seen in the numerical solution shown in Fig. 4.16, where smaller size particles saturate very 
early. 
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Fig. 4.16 Smaller size particles saturate at lower concentrations on the heated surface 
 
 
Nomenclature 
 
C  Concentration of particles ( gm/lit.) 
0C  Bulk concentration of particles ( gm/lit.) 
  Dimensionless concentration 
  Dimensionless time 
  Dimensionless spatial variable 
lV  Liquid volume in thermal boundary 
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layer(cm3) 
bV  Evaporated volume(cm
3) 
tV  Total  interaction  potential energy(kT) 
tu  Terminal velocity(cm/s) 
TS  Soret Effect 
l  Characteristic length 
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Chapter 5 
Deposition: Experiments and modeling validation 
 
This chapter will majorly focus on experimental observations conducted to test the predicted 
hypothesis and test prediction models for deposition of metallic particles on heating surfaces 
with boiling conditions. Pressure conditions will remain atmospheric for all the experimental 
runs. A phenomenological model for dynamics of single bubbles from artificial sites has been 
proposed and validated with some limitations in Chapter 3, which helps in correlating individual 
deposit characteristics. Colloidal deposition in the case of artificial nucleating bubbles is quite 
different along with some physical processes such as bubble oscillations which will have some 
impact on the colloidal transport. Therefore, quantitative estimation of deposition is done only 
for  natural surfaces.   Response of a natural surface towards the operating conditions was listed 
in terms of bubble frequency, nucleation site density and departure diameter. Modeling of 
transport kinetics and attachment kinetics was discussed in Chapter-4 and Chapter-2, 
respectively. The experimental results are not available in the literature, which can directly relate 
boiling parameters with deposition characteristics.  
 
5.1. Experimental procedure design 
 
Whenever a surface with average roughness is introduced to a pool of sub-cooled liquid, the 
degasification process is very slow and might result in the formation of inactive bubbles which 
have a large residence time. Moreover in the presence of sub-cooled liquid and low wall 
superheat, vaporization is also small. This makes bubble motion very slow, with evaporation at 
the bottom and condensation at the top (Fig.5.1). If this brings the system into thermal 
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equilibrium, bubbles never leave the surface. During this scenario, if suspended particulates are 
present in the bulk liquid, it results in formation of rings along the contact line of stationary 
bubbles, similar to previously described coffee rings by Deegan [1997].  In this situation it is 
hard to predict the quantification of deposit as it is hard to quantify the vaporization. Based upon 
these observations rigorous degasification of wetted surfaces is done prior to introduction of 
colloidal particles into the system. 
 
Fig. 5.1 Mechanism of salt deposition near the contact line as explained by Freeborn 
[1962]  
 
Especially in the regions involving higher subcooling, this phenomenon of ring formation at 
contact line is very clearly observed. Some of the SEM pictures of the deposits are shown in Fig. 
5.2. But thus morphology of deposition is also observed when surface with air cavities resulting 
into bubbles with large residence time are observed. Quantification of the evaporation from the 
base is not possible when simultaneous condensation is taking place. 
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Fig.5.2 Ring shaped deposits obtained where the bubble resides for very long time, 
Bindra [2008] 
 
 Nano-particles within concentration range 5-30 ppm can remain suspended in the system 
for 24 hrs, if they have been subjected to sonication for 30 minutes. Likewise observations were 
obtained for larger 450 nm particles as well.  This helps in eliminating any deposits as a result of 
natural sedimentation due to percolation. Without heating, but maintaining the bulk temperature 
of the tank high enough, it was observed that deposition measurements do not show any 
measurable trace of iron.  The infinite medium of dilute colloidal assembly simulates constant 
bulk concentration and DLVO theory sufficiently close. (Details of the design are reported in 
Appendix-A).  Temporal measurements of temperature, pH, liquid column and heat flux are 
carried out, so that wall superheat and sub-cooling can be used as parameter space to relate to 
bubble dynamics. This is also necessary to ensure that operating conditions do not change with 
time. (Details on in-situ measurement instrumentation are provided in Appendix-B). 
Measurement of deposited amount, thickness and profile are done after the experiments are 
completed. Stylus profilometer is used for thickness and surface profile, scanning electron 
microscope for details surface analysis and plasma ion mass spectroscopy is employed for 
accurate measurement of deposited mass by resuspending it into solution. Post experiment 
analysis techniques availability, capability and usage are discussed in Appendix-C.  
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 Qualitative experiments reported in Bindra [2008], also revealed that the sedimentation of 
particles becomes prominent at higher degrees of sub-cooling. Therefore, the operating range of 
sub-cooling should be such that there is no background deposition data and only measureable 
boiling contribution is obtained as final data. Heat flux or in other terms power supplied to the 
heated surface should be at least sufficient enough to produce a wall superheat which can 
nucleate active bubbles. Heat conduction calculations between liquid metal point, heater and test 
surface are performed to know the distribution of wall superheat and to ensure that fraction of 
test surface remains at a temperature lower than saturation temperature of water (see Appendix- 
C). While choosing the size of bulk infinite medium several tests were conducted, in order to 
obtain knowledge on the impact of deposits on bulk immersion heaters. This showed that the 
deposit did not affect bulk concentration by more than 1 % in 3hours of operation if the tank size 
was at least 2 gallons. Similarly, sub-cooling temperature was kept uniform with the help of two 
variable resistance heaters placed in diagonally opposite ends of the tank. 
 
5.2   Experimental conditions 
 
The bubble dynamics data has already been reported corresponding to various experimental 
conditions which will be discussed here. Here the objective is to get quantified data of the 
deposit amount under various physical parameter range and domain. These experiments objectify 
the role of each parameter such as wall temperature has on observable bubble frequency which in 
turn affects the deposit amount, thickness and volume. The minimum and maximum operating 
parameters should not affect the observational objective e.g. low wall temperature cannot initiate 
bubble nucleation or low sub-cooling makes the instantaneous number of bubbles nucleating so 
high that it becomes impossible to observe bubbles distinctively . Atmospheric pressure limits 
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the saturation temperature of water to be limited to ~100°C. In order to do temporal study on the 
deposition rate without the absence of any in-situ deposit observation, it is required to test 
several cases with same operating conditions for different times. However, the experiments 
conducted for testing other physical parameters are performed for 2 hours each. Interaction 
forces between surface and particles can be compared by two different size particles for several 
pH levels. Different pH varies the interaction forces and the width of interaction force domain, 
discussed in detail with attachment kinetics. In chapters 2, 3 and 4, details of the part by part 
model preparation was discussed. Firstly list of experiments with results will be detailed and 
later on the comparison with the combined model will be done. Although there are more 
experimental results than tabulated here but the table represents only the cases which can be 
compared with the model. 
   1 a surf
dW K C
A dt
       (5.1) 
Area exposed to heater is 1 cm2. Deposit weight thus obtained can be compared with 
experimentally measured values. But for some cases concentration at the surface cannot be 
predicted because bubble dynamics cannot be observed. The experimental results for such cases 
are included in the parametric response studies. In addition to this some cases have been done for 
different time duration, results for the same are shown in temporal behavior in the last sub-
section. The visual observations reported for each case does not need any electron microscopic 
studies as the deposition profile as observed with naked eye or normal picture camera is distinct 
for different cases. The mass measurements with PIMS (Plasma Ion Mass Spectroscopy) 
correspond very well with visual observations for most of the cases. However for very local 
observations in some cases deposit amount is very less to be measured with the help of PIMS. 
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Table 5.1 Experimental Cases 
E.No. Ja  subN  pH  ( )pd nm  60 10C
  
1 5.6 16.85 8.0 34 nm 5 
2* 11.2 16.85 8.0 34 nm 5 
3 22.4 16.85 8.0 34 nm 5 
4 11.2 33.7 8.0 34 nm 5 
5 11.2 42.15 8.0 34 nm 5 
6 11.2 16.85 4.0 34 nm 5 
7 11.2 16.85 10.0 34 nm 5 
8 11.2 16.85 8.0 450 nm 5 
9 11.2 16.85 8.0 34 nm 10 
10 11.2 16.85 8.0 34 nm 15 
11 11.2 16.85 8.0 34 nm 20 
      
  * Base case 
5.2.1 Effect of concentration 
Basset [2000] reported with experiments on magnetite particles under sub-cooled flow boiling 
conditions that the deposition rate follows a linear relationship with initial concentration. 
Spielmann [1974] mentioned the same thing for deposition of colloids under isothermal 
conditions. Attachment kinetics is modeled in chapter-2 using the same assumption.  The 
experimental observations indicate that deposit vs. concentration follows very closely to a linear 
relationship. (See Fig. 5.8). Test surfaces after undergoing deposition experiment show the 
deposits corresponding to each nucleation site. It can also be seen that deposit spots get darker as 
the concentration increases. 
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Fig. 5.3 Initial Concentration 5ppm (w/w); Representing Case 2 in the Table 5.1 
 
It is in accordance with expectation that particle concentration has negligible effect on bubble 
dynamics, which was discussed in earlier chapters. If one compares Fig. 5.3 to 5.6, there is 
difference in number of sites but higher numbers of deposit locations are compensated by smaller 
size. Especially, in Fig. 5.4 & Fig. 5.5 it can be observed that spots near the center are bigger 
corresponding to larger bubbles. Higher wall superheat generates larger bubbles (in accordance 
with Zeng [1993] model) and this explains larger circular spots in the center. For some of the 
cases while observing individual spots, such as in Fig. 5.3 it is clear that the dry region located in 
the center does not have any trace of deposit. 
 The zoom in picture shows that size of no-deposit region is 200-300 µm. There can be 
two interpretations from this observation, either final bubble contact diameter is equivalent to 
this no-deposit circular region or starting bubble radius is 200 µm which is not possible with 
water-alumina and water-hematite contact angle of 80° and 85° with average surface roughness 1 
1cm 
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µm. Therefore dry-out explanation as proposed by Asakura[1979] and others cannot be used as 
an explanation for the deposition. 
   
Fig. 5.4 Concentration 10 ppm (w/w); Average size for individual spot beneath nucleation site is 
smaller but it is compensated by higher number of active sites.   
  
It was mentioned in the discussion on bubble dynamics that even such high concentrations of 
particulates contributing to thick deposits do not change boiling process. In order to compare the 
quantification of deposit rate, deposits were removed and analyzed with PIMS (Appendix-D). As 
the deposit mass amount and rate increases linearly with concentration (Fig. 5.7) and the area 
occupied by the deposit do not change, therefore analyzing change in the thickness and porosity 
of individual sites can provide better understanding. PIMS measurements are for the iron 
content, therefore comparison should be done with the iron content of the predicted total amount 
of hematite. 
 
1cm 
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Fig 5.5 Initial Concentration (15 ppm w/w); Deposition occurs only in the region exposed 
to heater.  
 
 
Fig. 5.6 Very dense deposit with initial concentration of 20 ppm; Central dry regions 
become less visible as thicker deposit creates variable nucleation site.  
 
  
 
1cm 
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Fig.5.7 Close to linear relationship between deposit amount and concentration Deposition 
velocity given by the slope of linear relationship is 5
0
1 0.417 10 /dW X m s
C dt
   
 
. 
  
Stylus profilometer details the surface profile of individual spot, i.e. variation of thickness along 
the traversed path. For analysis of each spot stylus is made to pass through one end to 
diametrically opposite end.  In order to compare the effect of concentration, overall average (spot 
average and surface average) should be compared. 
 Each spot shown in Fig. 5.6 is analyzed individually for surface profile and 
corresponding total mass. It is difficult to state that all the individual sites are uniformly packed 
or equally porous. According to data tabulated in Table 5.2, mass deposited is proportional to 
volume occupied. For relating concentration with porosity and thickness, it is required to 
compare total mass, area weighted average thickness and volumetric ratio. Based upon the 
analysis of Table 5.3, it can be deduced that there is almost negligible effect of concentration on 
the deposit porosity. 
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Fig.5.8 a) Red strip over a spot indicates stylus path; b) Surface profile for the 
corresponding path  
 
 
  Table 5.2 Thickness profiles for high concentration case (20 ppm) 
Diameter of spot(mm)     Average thickness(µm) Mass(µg) 
1.7 2.7 14.3 
0.8 2.6 4.8 
1.1 2.4 6.6 
1.3 2.1 9.6 
3.2(Overlap) 4.4 18.1 
 
If the concentration is increased, keeping the similar boiling process i.e. similar area occupied by 
the deposit amount which is dependent upon bubble dimensions, thickness of the deposit 
increases linearly .This again supports the conclusion that dry-out mechanism cannot be the 
mechanism of deposit formation. 
    Table 5.3 Porosity variation with concentration 
Concentration t , µm( 0.25A  cm2) Mass(Fe), µg Porosity (%) 
5 0.8 24.9 63.7 
10 1.5 30.0 75.2 
15 2.1 41.2 76.4 
20 2.8 55.3 76.2 
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5.2.2 Effect of wall superheat 
 
Earlier chapter on bubble dynamics it is shown that wall superheat/Jakob number has direct 
impact on the bubble departure size. Zeng [1993] also developed bubble departure diameter 
directly dependent upon Jakob number. However, in case of multiple interacting bubbles, this 
direct proportionality is good for qualitative comparisons only. Deposit pictures taken from 
normal camera show that as wall temperatures are increased bigger circular spots are seen (Fig. 
5.9 to 5.11). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Fig.5.9 Low wall superheating (Ja=5.6) resulting into smaller size deposits 
 
 Difference between low wall superheat and high wall superheat results in smaller bubbles 
which can be related to Jakob numbers. This results in smaller size of deposition spots. Ratio of 
departure diameters for Jakob Numbers 11.2 and 5.6 is 2.25, and measured deposit ratio is 3.0. 
Therefore the earlier findings by Mankina [1959] and Basset[2000] correlating empirically that 
the deposit amount being proportional to heat flux ,can now be related with the help of bubble 
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departure diameter size. According to multiple bubble dynamics data reported earlier there is 
difference is increase in overall frequency of bubble nucleation from the surface with increase in 
wall temperature. But the effect of wall superheat on the average bubble departure diameter is  
 
  Fig. 5.10 Higher average fractional area occupied by deposit for higher wall superheat 
 
 Fig.5.11 Jakob Number= 22.4, leading to very large sized deposits 
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significantly large which impacts the overall transport of particles due to higher evaporation rate 
for larger departing bubbles. Measurement of the deposit amount as analyzed by PIMS is shown 
by Fig. 5.12. 
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  Fig. 5.12 Deposit mass vs. Jakob number 
 
Table 5.4 Evaporation induced colloidal transport quantification 
Ja nf s-1 d mm dC
dt
kg/kg-s(Evap.) 
Deposit(µg) 
5.6 91 0.8 0.077 X 10-3 9.8 
11.2 97 1.8 0.9404 X 10-3 24.9 
22.4 110 2.3 2.5281 X 10-3 32.1 
 
The prediction of this deposit amount can be done with the help of two independent parts of 
attachment and transport discussed in Chapter-2 and 4 respectively. Time integration of the 
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transported particles to the surface (Ref. Fig. 4.14) and then the attached fraction of the 
transported particles can be known with the attachment coefficient factor which is dependent 
upon particle size and pH level (Chapter-2). Moreover attachment is also dependent upon the 
area occupied by the deposit; therefore predicted amount should be proportional to area of each 
deposit spot area. Numerical values of the expression (Eqn. 5.2) can be obtained to predict the 
deposit amount. 
  2
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Fig. 5.13 Effect of wall superheat on deposition model 
 
 The error bars in the measured values indicate the possible inaccuracy levels of this 
spectroscopic technique.  The results show large deviation from the prediction and the most 
obvious reason will be the effect of change in the charge on the surface with time. Analysis of 
the thickness of the deposit spots individually and on area weighted average basis, it is observed 
that porosity is lower for low Jakob number or smaller spots. This might be due to the smaller 
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area of the micro-layer beneath the bubble which gives less freedom for the particles and 
agglomerates to rearrange them. Comparison of thickness and porosity in various Jakob number 
conditions is mentioned in Table 5.5. 
     Table 5.5 
Ja Thickness, t , µm Mass, µg Porosity (%) 
5.6 1.0 9.8 43.2 
11.2 0.8 24.9 63.7 
22.4 1.5 32.1 79.5 
 
 
5.2.3 Effect of sub-cooling 
 
It was mentioned before that sub-cooling has various effects on bubble dynamics, most 
significant and directly discernable being the effect on the frequency of bubbles nucleating. 
However, it is also related to overall number of sites being active, which is particularly 
noticeable in cases of very low sub-cooling levels (close to saturation) which leads to a larger 
number of simultaneously active sites. This explains the deposit pattern on test piece exposed to 
very low sub-cooling levels (3°C), as seen in Fig. 5.14. 
  But as pointed out earlier in discussions on multiple bubble dynamics due to large 
number of sites simultaneously active at low sub-cooling, bubble interactions are very dynamic 
that makes it impossible to measure the overall frequency. From the deposit picture it can be 
seen that for the same wall temperature and heat flux, the size of spots and bubble diameters 
become smaller to compensate for the large number of sites at same heat flux. On the other hand 
,effect of  increase in sub-cooling from 6°C to 9°C and beyond results in a direct influence on the 
waiting time as expected and thereby frequency of bubble nucleation. Though this effect was 
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discussed in bubble dynamics chapter, its influence on deposit morphology can be seen in 
pictures below. 
 
 Fig. 5.14 Low sub-cooling number results showing large number of active sites. 
 
 
  Fig.5.15 Test piece subjected to boiling conditions at Sub-cooling (9°C)  
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 Fig. 5.16 Base case with sub-cooling (6°C); Wall-superheat is same as case above 
 
It can be seen in the pictures above that size of the deposited spots is almost same in both cases, 
although for higher sub-cooling it appears lighter and measured deposit amount also gives the 
analogous information. If sub-cooling is increased further to degree (15°C), it is seen that it 
hinders the colloidal stability which causes some uniform background iron deposit on the surface 
(other than deposits from boiling at heterogeneous locations). This is caused by temperature 
induced instability of colloids but for measurement purpose only spots are analyzed. This 
maintains the consistency of the experiments which are intended to show the effects of boiling 
on heterogeneous locations as the contribution of deposits. 
Another important observation which was reported earlier on ring shaped deposits can 
now be explained with higher sub-cooling temperatures. In the case of higher sub-cooling it is 
expected that bubble growth rate will be slow but close to wall evaporation is active which 
causes bubble contact line to be larger. This will cause ring shaped deposit of nano-particles 
similar to coffee ring. 
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 Fig. 5.17 Higher sub-cooling showing several ring deposits and background deposit 
With the data for the bubble frequency data for low subcooling unknown, only other three cases 
can be predicted with the help of model. Comparison between model and measurements are 
shown in Fig. 5.18. 
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  Fig. 5.18 Comparison between measured and predicted values   
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5.2.4 Effect of pH on deposit 
It was highlighted in the chapter on attachment step that water chemistry viz. pH or ionic species 
concentration has a significant effect on the deposit rate. This is related from the interaction 
potential between surface and particle. In order to qualitatively illustrate the effective interaction 
between particles and surface, Fig. 5.19 shows how interaction changes from attractive to 
repulsive zone when pH is changed. Comparing pH values of 8.0 to values of 4.0 and 10.0, 
illustrates the effect of Debye radius. Larger ionic concentration means Debye radius is smaller 
or the columbic potential is screened. Whereas, comparison of pH 4.0 to 10.0 shows the effect of 
interaction potential alone keeping the Debye radius same. This is because both pH 4.0 and 10.0 
have same concentration of [H+] and [OH-] respectively. This effect is created by adding 
appropriate amount of HCl and NaOH into the system. 
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Fig. 5.19 Interaction potential energy between hematite (~34 nm) particles and aluminum 
substrate 
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 However, the characteristic of more importance to this study is deposition rate but as one 
would expect the deposit amount obtained for the extreme pH values would be very small.  
Therefore from the quantitative perspective it will be difficult to measure the deposit amount  at 
extreme pH values accurately to test the model. With same dynamics of boiling, the attachment 
coefficient is dependent upon pH which makes difference in attachment kinetics of particles. In 
order to test the model different pH experiments were performed with Ja= 11.2 and Nsub=16.85. 
Pictures of test pieces exposed to adverse pH conditions do not give any behavioral indication 
because deposit amount is too small to be visible.  
 
 
 Fig. 5.20 Test piece exposed to experimental runs with pH=4.0 
 
Picture results shown by Fig. 5.20 and 5.21 indicate that although debye radius is same, at pH 4.0 
interaction potential is more repulsive which causes slightly lower deposit amount. 
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   Fig. 5.21 Test piece exposed to experimental runs with pH=10.0 
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Fig. 5.22 Comparison of experimental and modeling results; Note that measured deposit 
for pH = 4.0 is very small as compared to least count. 
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 It has been shown by several investigators that pH affects the deposition amount, 
although no quantitative assessment of attachment kinetics has been proposed. In this study it is 
shown that quantification of the effects of pH or ionic species on deposition characteristics can 
be made with some level of accuracy. It can be reasonably said about the deposition behavior 
that at higher ionic concentrations, rate of deposition is no longer controlled by the boiling 
parameters rather it is governed by the chemistry of the system. 
 
5.2.5 Effect of particle size 
In chapter-2 it was discussed that two sets of particles of varied size can have the same 
surface/zeta potential if the method of crystallization is the same. Moreover, it was shown with 
the help of measured data that hematite particles of known average sizes 450 nm and 34 nm have 
the same zeta-potential values over almost the complete pH range tested (Fig. 2.2). Therefore, 
over the experiments conducted with these two sets of particles, an independent relation of size 
and deposition rate is obtained. Particle size affects both transport and attachment mechanisms. 
The effect of particle size on transport behavior was discussed in Chapter-4, where it was 
concluded that, due to smaller diffusivity, bubble fluctuations cannot convect larger particles as 
easily as smaller particles are convected back to the bulk fluid. Attachment step as shown is 
divided into two components; diffusivity and overall interaction potential. Overall interaction 
potential is dependent upon the van der Waals (Hamaker constant), ionic species (debye radius), 
zeta-potential and particle size. Effect of particle size on interaction potential can be seen in Fig. 
5.23 where it is apparent that the effect of particle size on diffusion with the Stokes-Einstenien 
relation, i.e. diffusivity is inversely proportional to particle size. In other word it means that 
particle transport inside the interaction force boundary layer is affected by the diffusivity of 
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colloid which has direct relation with the attachment rate (Eqn. 2.14). Considering all these 
effects no comment on direct relationship between particle size and deposition rate can be made. 
The interaction potential energy comparisons (Fig. 5.23) show that larger particles have greater 
sphere of influence. The combinatorial effect of diffusivity, sphere of influence, interaction 
potential and particle convective transport to bulk fluid with bubbles determines the role of 
particle size on deposition rate. 
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 Fig. 5.23 Particle size influences the interaction potential energy 
Experimental data shows that larger particles have smaller deposition rate, but this is not  
universally true and is dependent upon case by case. Although comparing two particle 
sizes for the deposition measurement is sufficient to check the validity of model, this is however 
not sufficient to provide a guideline or rule of thumb about the deposition rate. 
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Fig. 5.24 Deposition with larger particle size(~450 nm) 
              
    Fig. 5.25 Deposition with 34 nm Hematite particles after two hours 
 
Larger particles are expected to pack less closely as compared to smaller particles therefore 
porosity will be higher for them. The thickness profiles are obtained with stylus profilometer as 
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mentioned before and area weighted thickness values are obtained. Based upon the density of 
Hematite particles 5 gm/cc, porosity values are calculated and shown in Table 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.26 Deviation from the measurement might be due to deficient knowledge of 
temporal evolution of surface charge 
 
  
    Table 5.6 Particle size and porosity 
 Thickness, t , µm Porosity (%) 
Particle Size(~34 nm) 0.8 63.7 
Particle Size(~450 nm) 5 88.4 
 
 Average thickness is evaluated on the basis of total area scanned and corresponding total 
thickness. In the case of larger particle size , the area where actual deposit can be analyzed with 
stylus profilometer is very small. Ratio of size of the particles (450/34) and the ratio of thickness 
(5/0.8) indicate that dynamics of the surface charge would certainly play a significant role. 
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Otherwise, the ratio of particle size and ratio of thickness for these two cases should have been 
same. 
 
5.2.6 Temporal response of deposition 
Flow boiling experimental results reported by Arbeau [2006], indicate that deposition rate 
decreases temporally and eventually takes a knee shaped curve. In previous qualitative 
experiments by Bindra [2008] and similar work by Basset [2000], it was found that irrespective 
of the operational conditions deposition always reduces. There can be various reasons for this 
behavior ranging from transportation of deposited particles due to shear induced by bubble 
motion and change in interaction potential or eventually attachment rate. 
  Both of these reasons are difficult to model theoretically. Although both can be 
qualitatively explained with the help of change in interaction potential. If the interaction potential 
changes during the deposition process, adherence of deposits with the surface will become loose 
and now some loosely adhered deposits are likely to move with fluid shear. Similarly for obvious 
reasons if interaction potential weakens the rate of attachment would also reduce.  
  Interaction potential as discussed constitutes of two parts ; electrostatic and van 
der Waals. Electrostatic potential is dependent upon zeta potential on the particle and surface, 
whereas van der Waals is the material property. If the new particle or agglomerate approaching 
the wall encounters already deposited similar particle, the electrostatic potential will now 
become repulsive instead of being attractive in the earlier case. This is because pH is such that it 
is in between IEP of substrate and particles. Now if the substrate becomes same as approaching 
particle, zeta-potential will be of same sign.  
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Fig. 5.27 Comparison of total interaction potential for Hematite with Alumina substrate 
and Hematite with Hematite substrate (Using equations and zeta-potential values reported 
in Chapter-2)  
 
 Comparison of the deposited amount for the samples exposed to similar operating 
conditions but subjected to different time period is done by carefully monitoring the wall 
temperature and bulk temperature conditions. Deposition amount measured after 1 hour of 
boiling process (shown in Fig. 5.28) is 39.9 µg and the measurement for 2 hour treated sample 
(shown in Fig. 5.29) is 54.4 µg. Rate of deposition for one hour experiment is 39.9µg/hr and for 
the two hour experiment is 27.2µg/hr. Predictive modeling  calculations based upon coefficient 
for the rate of attachment based upon hematite on alumina is 1.1 X 10-4 m/s, whereas for 
hematite depositing on alumina the rate of attachment coefficient is 1.9 X 10-5 m/s. This 
qualitatively explains the slower rate during later phase for longer time. But for exact theoretical 
predictions, it is required to know how the surface changes temporally. 
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Fig. 5.28 Deposition after 1 hour of boiling process; Initial Concentration 20 ppm 
 
Fig. 5.29 Deposition after 3 hours of boiling process; Initial Concentration 20 ppm 
  
This type of temporal predictive modeling needs continuous monitoring of changing 
surface layer, which can not be done with the help of batch sampling. 
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Nomenclature  
aK  Attachment coefficient(m/s) 
W  Deposited mass (mg) 
surfC  Concentration at surface 
A  Area of adhesion 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and future Work 
 
6.1 Colloidal deposition under boiling 
 
Many decades of observations have revealed that deposition of crud particulates, i.e. metallic 
colloids, becomes substantiated under the influence of boiling. Recent research on nanofluids 
under boiling conditions has shown similar results on the deposition.  The high fidelity 
experimental data generated in this work helps to relate conventional parameters, for evaluating 
boiling, with the corresponding deposition shape, structure and amount. The experimental 
evidence suggests that there is a very clear distinction between the shape, structure and amount 
of the deposits for changing conditions. Pool boiling in an infinite dilute colloidal medium gives 
the facility to perform and show these effects qualitatively and quantitatively. The classical 
models such as DLVO theory or bubble growth can be conveniently used to explain these 
scenarios. The deposition experiments performed also provide insight for the bubble contact 
diameter dynamics and reveal that significant research is required in that area to make a robust 
model for bubble departure mechanisms. Last but not the least, information on porosity and 
thickness of the deposit under various circumstances show that manipulating the wall 
temperature can induce deposition with controlled porosity which will affect the wetting 
behavior of the surface. 
6.2   Qualitative explanation of selective deposition 
 
 With the help of experimental runs in various conditions deposit pictures are obtained. Analysis 
of the visual results of post experiment deposits and during experiment bubble dynamics has 
been conducted. Earlier hypothesis on the selective deposition around bubble nucleation sites 
have failed to explain most of the phenomenon observed in this or earlier studies.  Hydrophobic 
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effect cannot explain the phenomena of particles getting trapped and released from the bubble 
surface. Micro-layer evaporation and dry out mechanism cannot explain such large contact area 
between bubble and wall, which will cause departure diameters to be much larger as compared to 
their observed values. Moreover the micro-layer dry out model cannot explain the selective 
deposition, variation in deposition rate with change in particle size, and nature of particle-surface 
interaction or water chemistry.  
 With the help of revelations from contemporary colloid science research on drying 
colloids or evaporating coffee droplets, it was possible to hypothesize a qualitative model which 
satisfies the various parameters observed and reported. The micro-layer evaporating in between 
bubble interface and heated surface builds up the osmotic pressure which draws particles into the 
micro-layer region. The evaporation rate is much faster than colloidal re-dispersal rate, which 
causes particles to agglomerate. The formation of thin rings occurs in the case of bubbles which 
do not have micro-layers but large contact line where osmotic pressure draws particles. In those 
cases the bubble contact line remains pinned for long times. This type of deposition is different 
from that previously described because in the earlier case, particles cannot travel inside the thin 
microlayer due to hydrodynamic drag to reach the contact line. This causes thick spot like 
deposits from the contact line to outer bubble radius. Deposit pictures help in postulating this 
hypothesis but in estimating the overall deposition amount this complex model might be 
redundant. The rate of particles being transported to the heated surface is dependent upon overall 
evaporation rate and should be quantified with bubble frequency and the mechanism by which 
microlayer evaporate do not have any affect. The attachment process of the transport is solely 
dependent upon the interaction potential between particles or agglomerates with the surface. If 
the interactive potential is attractive, the deposition process is faster and when overall interaction 
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is repulsive, the deposition is negligible. These interaction potentials can be obtained by 
experimental measurement of zeta-potential for the suspended particulates with the help of direct 
light scattering. 
 
6.3 Bubble dynamics: Role of wall temperature and sub-cooling levels 
 
Single bubble dynamics is helpful in qualitative analysis and establishing a correlation between 
wall-temperature and bubble growth. There has been significant effort over the last few decades 
to solve this problem. But in order to capture complete physics of heterogeneous boiling on the 
surface, it is required to have control over the number of nucleation sites per unit area. Due to 
limited understanding of solid-liquid interfacial phenomena and inherent non-linearity of the 
system, there is not even a single robust empirical relation available. This reflects the need of 
experimental data for multiple bubble dynamics on a heated surface. Visual experimental results 
show dependence of bubble departure diameter with wall-temperature, where bubble departure 
diameters increase with increasing wall temperature. Bubble frequency is reduced with increase 
in the sub-cooling although no impact was observed on bubble diameter. At very low sub-
cooling levels, large numbers of sites become active, which causes smaller departure bubbles for 
the same heat flux. Due to very small concentration of particulates, bubble dynamics is not 
affected.  
 
6.4 Particle transport and deposition: Quantification model 
 
It is shown that deposition rate is linearly dependent upon particle concentration. The 
quantification model for deposition under boiling is divided into two parts: quantification of 
particles transported due to evaporation process on the heating surface and rate of attachment of 
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the transported particles. Rate of attachment quantification on the basis of interaction potential 
between particle and surface has been developed. In this quantification zeta-potential values at 
various pH levels are required which are supplied by very few researchers in the past. 
Attachment coefficients obtained theoretically in this work have been used to explain the 
attachment rate data provided by Arbeau [2006]. It also explains the slower attachment rate in 
later  time frames of experiment due to  weaker attraction between particles and deposited layers. 
Independent of flow systems, transport of particles to the wall has been modeled with the help of 
evaporation induced concentration increment as a source term in the convection-diffusion 
system. With the help of the assumption that all the transported particles interact uniformly with 
the surface, overall deposition rate and deposited mass were predicted. Comparisons with the 
experimental results show that predictions are very close to the measured data, the difference in 
prediction and measured deposition amount varied from 10-35%. The existing discrepancies in 
the model and experimental results are due to various reasons such as treatment of particle-
surface interaction uniformly although agglomerates and layered deposits would not practically 
behave uniformly. With the temporal evolution, surface charge changes but it is difficult to 
model the continuously changing surface charge with depositing particles.        A slight change in 
the position of bubble nucleation over the period of time also introduces particle-surface 
interactions.  
 
6.5 Future work on bubble dynamics 
 
Currently existing bubble departure dynamics model assume that contact diameter is very small, 
as compared to the bubble diameter, irrespective of wall temperature or high pressure conditions. 
This work with artificial cavities shows the importance of contact diameter. Boiling dynamics 
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with dilute colloidal suspension on natural surfaces show traces of deposits after boiling cycles 
on a particular nucleation site. The analysis of these deposits shows that there is a distinguishable 
difference in size of the deposit spot and no-particulate clear spot, for different wall temperature 
conditions. Based upon these observations and rough calculations it is hypothesized that the final 
contact diameter is related to wall-superheat. Therefore, for larger wall superheat, there will be 
larger contact diameter bubbles which would result in higher capillary force. In order to balance 
this higher capillary force, buoyancy compensates with the help of larger bubble departure 
diameters. In order to test this hypothesis an extremely smooth heated surface should be used 
with boiling medium of fluorescent colloidal particles. However, in order to distinguish between 
settled particles and settling particles, the fluorescence should remain active only in the liquid 
zone. This observation of motion of fluorescent nano-particles will describe two physical 
processes and quantities; motion of receding micro-layer and contact line, and contact diameter 
at the bubble departure. Solid-liquid interaction modeling capabilities are required to propose a 
good theoretical model for contact diameter and motion of micro-layer with wall temperature 
variation. In order to summarize, an appropriate bubble dynamics model dependent upon solid-
liquid-gas interfacial tension and evaporation rate should be developed. More high fidelity data 
in which contact diameter of bubbles can be observed should be produced in order to validate the 
model. 
 
Fig. 6.1 Relationship between wall temperature and contact diameter (inner circle) can 
provide better model for bubble dynamics. 
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Another aspect of bubble dynamics is modeling or predicting instantaneous or average 
nucleation site density. In order to make more generalized prediction model, it is required to 
account for wettability into the system. Some recent work on wettability for various type of 
fluid-solid combination and roughness/geometrical characteristics has been started by various 
researchers (Bhushan[2008], Patankar[2004]) in the area of superhydrophobicity. But prediction 
of free energy analysis for dynamic process as multiple bubble evolution is very difficult. 
 
6.6 Future work in model for deposition prediction 
 
The qualitative estimation of difference in interaction potential in between particle and bare 
surface during the initial deposition phase and particle and deposited surface during later stage 
has been provided. This explanation qualitatively describes the knee shaped deposition curve 
obtained in previously reported experimental and plant data. Although overall total deposition 
rate and amount predicted for most of the cases is close to the measured value, but more accurate 
way of modelling this phenomena needs high fidelity temporal evolution of interaction area with 
the help of TEM. Parallel work on nucleation site density and bubble frequency for high pressure 
conditions using simulant fluid is being carried out by Ling Zou in our laboratory. The 
information on bubble dynamics at similar Jakob numbers as PWRs and steam-generators can be 
coupled with deposition model developed here. But simulant fluids employed currently have 
very high wetting characteristics which might create some aberration. So appropriate choice of 
simulant fluid which can accommodate very low Jakob numbers and still has water like 
wettability with heating surfaces is required.    
 
6.7 Novel surfaces for various applications 
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It was shown with the help of stylus profiles of the deposits and respective measured mass of 
particles on each spot that porosity of the deposit can be computed. It was also shown that 
porosity of deposit can be varied with the wall temperature and particle size. This change in 
porosity affects the wettability of the surface. However it cannot clearly said at this point 
whether the wettability will increase or decrease. Ideally, there are two states for naturally or 
artificially rough surface when it is brought in contact with liquid medium, classically stated as 
Wenzel (Fig. 6.2 a) or Cassie state(Fig. 6.2 b). Kim [2007] showed that deposited nano-particles 
increase critical heat flux of the surface by assuming that surface will assume Wenzel state. 
However there is no proof or control over the wettability reported. In this work it has been shown 
how porosity varies in various circumstances. But tunnelling electron microscopic analysis of the 
deposits should be conducted which can provide details of nano-roughness which can be 
correlated with wettability tests. Depending upon the TEM data,  various other applications such 
as catalysis can be explored. 
 
   
 Fig. 6.2 a) Wenzel State         b) Cassie state 
  
 If these nano-roughnesses can be generated in a controllable manner, it can be utilized to 
produce superhydrophobic and superoleophobic surfaces as well. These surfaces are non-wetting 
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and can have various applications such as efficient condensers, separation packed bed columns 
etc. 
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Appendix-A 
 
Experiment set up design and procedures  
 
A.1 Pool boiling set-up 
 
For the tests to be conducted, at various heat fluxes and sub-cooling levels in quiescent pool 
conditions, a large cuboidal tank is chosen to house the heater and test piece in such a way that 
the set-up is immersed in a large  aqueous medium. This is desired so that heater test piece set up 
has reduced impact from disturbances. Temperature of the bulk liquid in the tank can be 
independently controlled using immersion heaters at two ends of the tank to avoid thermal 
gradients in particular directions, thus maintaining uniform sub-cooling. Arrangement is made to 
have good access of high-speed visualization. Limiting constraint in the arrangement is the 
camera lens focal length.  
 
     
Fig. A.1 Pool Boiling Arrangement: Dilute aqueous (Hematite) suspension of metallic colloid is 
used to simulate a deposition environment 
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Fig. A.2 Bulk tank (above) with test set-up (shown below) immersed below. Tank has two 
immersion heaters located at diagonally opposite ends to maintain bulk temperature. 
The aperture in the holders (below)is to provide visual capabilities for high speed camera. The 
other end is employed with high intensity light beam. 
 
 
A.2 Description of test piece and heater combination 
 
A 21 gauge, 6.3 feet long nichrome heating wire with resistivity of 0.831 ohms/ft is utilized to 
produce boiling conditions at the test surface. This provides a 100 W maximum power rating of 
the heater with maximum current of 4.5 amps. The nichrome wire is wrapped grooves around on 
the anodized Aluminum hollow cylinder and is held tightly with ceramic paste. The anodized 
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aluminum cylinder provides electrical insulation between aluminum and nichrome. The solid 
copper block is tapered in the top section from a diameter of 2 cm to 1 cm, to increase the heat 
flux going to the test piece surface. The current candidate material for test surface is Aluminum 
5052, while other materials, e.g. stainless steel, can be selected if the crud particles are not 
Fe(III)O. The test piece is brought in thermal contact with the copper heater from below with the 
help of a thin woods metal disc, which has a melting point of 70 deg. C (Fig. A.3 & A.4). This 
gives the equipment flexibility of easily removing the test piece and better surface wetting 
characteristics giving better contact between copper and aluminum. Along with the good thermal 
conductivity of Woods metal, which is 21 W/m-K, this provides an advantage of lower 
temperature gradients and flexibility of removal of the test piece. 
 
             
Fig.A.3 Heater and test piece contact through liquid metal and holders; O-ring prevents any 
possible leak into the heater and wiring area 
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Fig. A.4 Heater and Test Piece Assembly (All dimensions are in ‘cm’); Dark grey joint between 
Copper Block and Aluminum is a liquid metal joint which acts as removable and efficient heat 
transfer contact. 
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Appendix –B 
 
Measurements techniques 
 
B.1 In-Situ observations 
 
B.1.1 Temperature and heat flux measurements 
K-type thermocouples for wall temperature and heat-flux measurement are employed at locations 
shown in Fig. A.2. For each test piece there is a hole in the 2.5 mm thick test piece from one end 
to reach to the center. The measured temperature data for this location gives the wall 
temperature. Corresponding to power input there is almost constant temperature of the wall. 
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  Fig. B.1 Wall temperature at heater power (25 W); <T>~102 °C 
 
With constant heat input through the wall and keeping bulk temperature constant, wall 
temperature remains more or less constant throughout an experiment. The two parameters 
controlled manually are bulk temperature and height of the liquid column. Bulk temperature is 
controlled by varying the supplied voltage across the immersion heaters. Height of the liquid is 
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kept constant via addition of same concentration of aqueous solution preheated to bulk 
temperature slowly. 
 
 
B.1.2 Other measurements 
 Current-voltage characteristics are measured by electronic variac coupled to the main heater-test 
piece. For each experiment the power supplied is kept constant, but for different experiments 
especially to maintain same wall temperature and different sub-cooling heat supplied is subtly 
adjusted with the help of current input to the main heater with the help of variac. Though, the 
variation in current input is minimal. Maintaining wall temperature 104 °C, from bulk 
temperature 94°C to 91°C requires variation in current from 2.5 Amp to 2.45 Amp. This is due to 
change in boiling characteristics.  
  pH measurement and bulk temperature measurement are done with common device to 
confirm pH and bulk temperature, respectively. In order to check the redundancy of 
measurement, pH strips are employed to confirm the uniform pH level with intervals of 15-20 
mins.  
 
B.1.3 Bubbles visualization through CCD 
High speed CCD visualization for bubble dynamics, bubble density and bubble size 
determinations using a Photron FastCam device has capability of 16,000 fps. As most of the 
boiling occurs in 1 cm diameter central region , therefore with 2000 fps and lowest  
  
B.2 Particle- size and zeta-potential measurements 
 
Nicom 380 Particle Sizer (Beckmann Institute): Dynamic Light Scattering is a method of 
determining the size of particles in a liquid by measuring the intensity of light scattered from the 
particles to a detector over time. As the particles move due to Brownian motion the light 
scattered from two or more particles constructively or destructively interferes at the detector. 
This instrument is also capable of measuring the Zeta potential of particles by measuring the 
shift in spectrum peak after application of electric field. 
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B.3 Deposit structure  
 
Scanning Electron Microscope Hitachi4700: This equipment is available at MRL, which can be 
used for observing deposit morphology. Secondary electron spectrum (Electron discharge 
spectrum) was used to determine the presence of iron in cases such as inside the cavity.  
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B.4 Stylus profilometer 
 
A diamond stylus is moved vertically in contact with a sample and then moved laterally across 
the sample for a specified distance and specified contact force. A profilometer can measure small 
surface variations in vertical stylus displacement as a function of position. The stylus 
profilometer at MRL can measure small vertical features ranging in height from 10 nm to 1 mm. 
Therefore for each spot , stylus is moved from the center to find the profile and then average 
thickness.  
 
B.5   Deposition amount measurement 
 
 
Unfortunately there was no non-destructive mass spectroscopy measurement technique which 
can be utilized to measure the deposit amount locally or overall. Inductively coupled plasma ion 
mass spectroscopy facility of Waste Management Research Centre gives very accurate 
measurements on deposit amount. Cotton swabs were dipped in concentrated double distilled 
nitric acid, and used to remove iron deposits from aluminum discs.  The cotton swabs were 
microwave digested using a modified version of US EPA method 3051, in which nitric acid and 
hydrogen peroxide were used. Quality control measures associated with the samples included 
digestion blanks, laboratory control standards, analytical duplicates and analytical spikes of your 
samples; which shows the percentage variation in duplicates to be less than 1 %.  The overall QC 
data was good, with the exception of the first digestion blank, which was very high relative to the 
samples.  The other 2 digestion blanks were much lower, so the first digestion blank may have 
been biased high due to contamination.  The analytical duplicates reproduced well and yielded 
relative percent differences of 0.1 to 1%.  The analytical spikes and laboratory control standards 
recovered very well, and were in the range of 95 to 106%.  Based on the quality control data, 
metals results pose an uncertainty of no more than +/- 10% or the detection limit, whichever is 
greater. 
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Appendix -C 
 
Pre-treatment procedures 
 
 
C.1 Preparation of aqueous solution  
 
Heat transfer laboratory is equipped with ultrasonic bath sonicator device to obtain uniform 
suspension of metallic colloids in aqueous phase. In order to avoid agglomerates, measured 
amount of particles are suspended in small amount of water and then sonicated for half an hour. 
The resulting solution is dissolved in the bulk tank to get the appropriate concentration from 5 – 
20 ppm.  
 
 
Fig. C.1 Bath sonicator for maintaining uniform particle size and to avoid agglomeration  
 
 
 C.2 Treatment of test piece 
Test piece is polished using standard methods and manufacturing of cavities wherever required 
can be done with electron discharge machining or electro-chemical etching. Different options of 
surface treatments are available, with typical currently used treatments shown in Table C.1 . 
Before the surface measurement, test surfaces are deep cleaned in acetone and ethyl alcohol 
using an ultrasonic cleaner, respectively. With a surface of this high level of smoothness, 
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artificial nucleation sites can also be created using EDM (Electro-discharge machining), 
indentation, etching etc., which allows single bubble to grow at the selected site under the sub-
cooled boiling conditions. As our test material was already smooth we were able to skip initial 
polishing steps involving sand paper, which only makes conditions worse for our purposes. 
Glazy and golden smooth paper with alumina solutions are better options. The sequence of 
operations is explained in Table C.1.     
             Table C.1 Currently Used Specimen Surface Treatment 
Specimen 
No. 
Use of surface treatment 
Average particle 
size (µm) 
1 #2000† sand paper polishing 10.3 
2 Milled surface, no polishing n/a  
3 Al2O3 solution for polishing 1 
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Appendix-D 
 
High speed visualization imaging 
 
D.1 Image acquisition 
 
In order to capture the whole central region of 1 cm diameter, the camera magnification level 
should be adjusted to the minimum. This is due to the fact that there is limitation of size of image 
size and frequency. For example, corresponding to 2000 fps the maximum pixel area which can 
be used is 512 X 256. Video files can be stored in .avi format and then analyzed with Photocam 
software up to 1 fps. This is a useful tool to find the overall frequency of bubbles from the 
surface. In case of specific bubble case such as bubble growing from artificial site it is useful to 
increase the magnification or increase the acquired number of frames per second. As boiling is 
not spread out in large area so calibration from the central region is sufficient to obtain 
dimensions. Each image file can be loaded to MATLAB to check the dimensions accurately.  
 
 
 Fig. D.1 Using distance measurement tool in MATLAB (Units are in pixels, to convert 
calibration is required) 
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D.2 Area and centroid measurement 
This can be done with the help of algorithm in toolbox for identifying round objects and evaluate 
the area and centroid. Following the steps used is helpful but for the automatic detection there 
should be minimum amount of disturbances, therefore this tool is useful only for single bubble 
dynamics.  
 
D.3 Calibration 
Due to refractive index of water different to air, it is essential to put the object in same conditions 
where measurements are being taken. Therefore the object is inserted and kept stationary to 
capture the image. 
 
Fig. D.2 The measured distance is (1/8) ″ which is 3.175 mm; Using this calibration bubble 
diameter in Fig. D.1 is 1.799~1.8mm 
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